Winter holidays,
just for me.
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Our mission
“Travel to explore is not what we do, it is what we are!”

Your bespoke travel
experience in the Dolomites

Our values
and beliefs
1
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Proud to fly you to the Alps.
We offer you the best of
the Alps, and beyond.

Hospitality is simply an opportunity
to show love and care. We are dedicated to
providing great hospitality tradition.

2
1^PJmQJiO^i=EJmmJiOnmniJR\tQRFQJF^\^[RFJOzciency, sustainability, environmental friendliness as
well as social responsibility are not contradictory
but complementary in a lived philosophy.
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A smile is the shortest distance
between two people. We smile with
all our heart and soul.
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We are local globetrotters. SkyAlps is only one step
away from the Dolomites´ capital Bolzano.

Skills are cheap, passion is priceless.
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Time is worth more than money.
Travel at the speed of SkyAlps.

Home isn´t a place, it is a feeling.
#nifZ=\JjôO=jmõF^[O^im=EZJõiJz\JHú

Explore the best winter destinations, resorts and boutique
hotels in the South of the Alps beyond the borders of your imagination

We know that it’s incredibly important to spend your

Our guarantee is that when we design your luxury ski

time off well. It’s why we founded a small but charming

holiday with SkyAlps Vacations, we are dedicated to

regional airline with its own travel company. Travel

taking care of all your needs with meticulous attention

planning is more complex than ever before and we’re

to detail to ensure your winter experience in the Dolo-

here to help you travel safely and stay well. We have

[RmJjtRZZEJ=jJOzFRJ\m=\HJ\i=fmniR\P=jf^jjREZJú

selected for you the best ski destinations and hotels

Your answer to a grand new vacation is here. Reserve

in our region, whether you are a great skier, a beginner,

your preferred accommodation today and look for-

looking for romance or one of the outstanding spas.

ward to a voyage to best all others.

Jose Gostner
Josef
J
Foun
Founder and Chairman
SkyA
ky
SkyAlps
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TRENTINO - SOUTH TYROL

TRENTINO - SOUTH TYROL

Breathtaking
adventures

Trentino-South Tyrol – Indeed, the country is headstrong and rustic,
charming and regal. Because it is so nicely embedded in the heart of
Europe, it was once a secret meeting place for the European aristocracy.
1^H=vRmfiJjJ\mjRmjJZO^fJ\Zv=\HjJZOĊF^\zHJ\mZvú1QRjiJPR^\R[fiJjjes everyone who comes to explore it.
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TRENTINO - SOUTH TYROL
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TRENTINO - SOUTH TYROL

is a cosy hammock. There is also a
consistently high-quality hotel and
restaurant business. All houses are
always lovingly cared for - from the
small bed and breakfasts to the multiple star hotels with every comfort
and convenience that a vacationer
can dream of. The legendary hospitality of the country should also be
mentioned: The hoteliers from South
Tyrol and Trentino would throw
themselves into the next mountain
lake for their guests. It is always
important to them that the guest is
completely looked after, that they
feel comfortable and in good hands,
and that they take wonderful, indelible memories home with them.
We would like to dedicate a few
more sentences to the culinary
pleasure that is at the top of the
experience list in Trentino-South
Tyrol. From the wine taverns and
the trattorie to the gourmet Michelin
star restaurants: food and drink are
the most pleasant experience for
PnJjmjú:^ntRZZz\HmQ=mj^[JmQR\P
extraordinary emerges from the
duality of tradition and modernity.
At the beginning of the 20th century,

less lifts promise kilometers upon

Try the ingeniously delicious dishes

South Tyrol - and especially Merano

kilometers of downhill slope fun. The

made from local products. Served

- was home to all kinds of important

colossal mountain ranges of the Do-

tRmQv^niFQ^RFJ^Oz\J^ii^Enjm

personalities. The Austrian Empress

Z^[RmJj^OOJi=[=P\RzFJ\mE=FYHi^f

wines, straight from grape to mouth

Sissi and the famous author Franz

for skiing or snowboarding.

and always at the right temperature.
In the winter season guests can rest

Kafka strolled along the Merano
winter and summer promenades.

The richness of the country is

at the huts. A culinary crowning glory

Speaking of winter: If you think the

extraordinary. Hardly anywhere else

is put on the frenetic winter sport

summer in the region is impressive,

rest and relaxation and adventure

between cosiness and sociability.

tRmQRmj[=P\RzFJ\mZnjQ\=mniJR\

and entertainment lie as close

both mountains and valleys, you will

together as they do here. Those

Trentino-South Tyrol is always worth

z\HmQ=mtR\mJiR\mQJF^n\mivRj\^

tQ^sRjRmmQJF^n\mivO^imQJzijm

a visit because it is one of the most

less attractive. Widely branched and

time will fall into tradition, culture

diverse and beautiful holiday desti-

connected ski areas and count-

and summer-winter sunshine like it

nations in all of Europe.
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TRENTINO - SOUTH TYROL
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TRENTINO - SOUTH TYROL
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THE SKI AREAS IN TRENTINO-SOUTH TYROL

From mountain
to valley - winter
happiness

5

10
10
10

In front of me there are adventurous slopes, easy-peasy
HJjFJ\mjõ RmĔj = EiRPQm tR\mJi H=vú JmtJJ\ mQJ zi miJJj
dusted with white powder, I will suddenly know what it
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is to be happy. Why? Because yesterday they opened the
H^^im^f=i=HRjJO^i[JõiRPQm=mmQJzijmđQJZZ^Ēú
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1 Val Gardena Dolomites

8 Valle Isarco

2 Alta Badia Dolomites

9 Val Sarentino

3 Plan de Coronnes

10 Ortler Ski Arena

4 The 3 Peaks Dolomites

11 Fassa Dolomites

5 Skiworld Ahrntal

12 Madonna di Campiglio

6 Obereggen

13 Paganella Dolomites

7 Alpe di Siusi

14 Val di Sole
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VA L G A R D E N A D O LO M I T E S

Val Gardena
Dolomites

VA L G A R D E N A D O LO M I T E S
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The highlight in Val Gardena: I have long wanted to ski down a 10 km
long slope, all in one go. This is an exciting descent, because the passages are varied: from a wide slope to a natural canyon - and even a frozen waterfall. It‘s called „La Longia“ and is the longest ski slope in South
Tyrol. www.valgardena.it

IDM Südtirol/Alex Filz

VA L G A R D E N A D O LO M I T E S
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Alpin Garden Luxury Maison

VA L G A R D E N A D O LO M I T E S
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ADLER Spa Resort Dolomiti

Unconstrained luxury
holidays in the Dolomites

The beauty of mountains:
pure lightness

The new 5-star hotel Alpin Garden is
a wellness resort in the Dolomites
and a tender refuge for undisturbed
holidays, sparkling activity holidays
in South Tyrol and award-worthy
culinary delights. A stunning well\Jjj=iJ=õjmvZRjQi^^[jõzijmFZ=jj
culinary delights and attractive
offers in the Alpin Garden in Ortisei
- Val Gardena present you with a
sparkling time out. Enjoying magical
moments.

Among majestic peaks, in the heart
of Val Gardena, the ADLER Spa
Resort Dolomiti is the ideal place
for an enchanting winter holiday in
the mountains. The traditional hotel
welcomes its guests in a family atmosphere, offering various outdoor
activities, all-round well-being and
many pleasures for the palate. A true
island of happiness that knows how
to amaze.

• Huge restyling works! Re-opening
on the 5th of July 2020
• Perfect location: 10 minutes from the
village centre with fascinating views
• Adults Only for undisturbed holidays
• Real relaxation in the „ART“ SPA
and on the panorama terrace
• Sensual pleasure in the restaurant
and the Viola Lounge

• Culinary: rich breakfast buffet,
afternoon snack and gourmet
dinner à la carte
• Activity program: guided snowshoe
hikes, ski trips, Nordic walking as well
=jv^P=õfRZ=mJj=\Hzm\JjjF^nijJj
• Spa: water and sauna world with
different pools and saunas, relaxation
rooms and gym

FROM € 210,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 215,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

J. Skasa Str. 68 | 39046 St. Ulrich

Strada Rezia 7 | 39046 Ortisei

VA L G A R D E N A D O LO M I T E S
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Granbaita Dolomites

Loving Tradition. Living
Innovation
Luxury, elegance, passionate hospitality. The Granbaita Dolomites was
opened in an enviable position in the
center of Selva di Val Gardena in the
Dolomiti Superski area. The Perathoner/Puntscher family has been devoted to genuine hospitality for over 50
years and welcomes its guests with
RmjZ=iPJ=\HEiRPQmi^^[jõz\RjQJH
with love and attention to detail, for a
truly well-being stay.

VA L G A R D E N A D O LO M I T E S
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Hotel Gardena Grödnerhof

The best of life
The Gardena Grödnerhof is located
in an ideal position in the centre of
Ortisei in the Dolomites and only 200
m from the uphill facilities and ski
school grounds. It is the perfect destination for stays focused on wellness
and maximum comfort, with a large
and unique spa and excellent cuisine.
The Anna Stuben gourmet restaurant,
with 1 Michelin star and 4 Gault&Millau toques, is one of the best in South
Tyrol. Here, dreams come true.

• Shuttle service to the main lifts
• Locker for ski equipment in our
supervised skiroom
• Skipass can be booked directly
at the hotel reception
• Access to the Savinela SPA
wellness area
• Special culinary events
during the week
• Open from June to April

•
•
•
•

FROM € 230,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 209,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Str. Nives 11 | 39048 Selva di Val Gardena

Via Vidalong 3 | 39046 Ortisei Val Gardena

•
•
•
•

Welcome cocktail
Generous buffet breakfast
Cakes and snacks from 3-5 pm
Access to indoor pool, sauna and
relaxation areas, outdoor whirlpool,
zm\Jjj=iJ=
Guided snowshoe hikes
jjRjmJHzm\Jjjfi^Pi=[[J
Miniclub for children of 3 years and older
Garage parking space

VA L G A R D E N A D O LO M I T E S
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VA L G A R D E N A D O LO M I T E S

Diamant Spa Resort
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s

Memorable winter holidays in the Dolomites

An oasis in the heart of
the Dolomites

The Dorfhotel Beludei „Schick &
Alpin“, situated in the heart of Santa
Cristina, is the perfect spot for your
dream winter holiday in the UNESCO Dolomites World Heritage. The
enchanting location on the sunny
side of Santa Cristina with a unique
panorama of the Sassolungo and the
Sella Group, will make you experience
a relaxing holiday where you can fully
recover everyday hustle and bustle.

The Diamant SPA Resort is situated
in the heart of Dolomites, the Val
Gardena. It offers the perfect combination for winter sports and relaxing
SPA moments. In the evening our
chefs will make you taste amazing
dishes and specialties. We can’t wait
to meet you…

• Free shuttle service to the slopes
• Rich breakfast buffet with local products
• Theme evenings with a 5-course menu
of your choice and salad-starter buffet
• Free use of the wellness area
• Indoor garage with direct access
to the hotel

• Half board PLUS (rich breakfast
buffet, snack from 1 to 5.30 pm,
5-course dinner menu)
• Guided ski tours
• Panorama Dolomites SPA with
pool, outside pool, outdoor jacuzzi,
sauna area with relax areas
• Free hotel shuttle to the main
slopes in Santa Cristina

FROM € 140,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 140,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Str. Paul 32 | 39047 St. Cristina

Via J. Skasa 1 | 39047 S. Cristina

VA L G A R D E N A D O LO M I T E S
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Alpenheim Charming Hotel & Spa

Deep in
my soul
After going up in the cable car, I close my eyes. I do not open them again
until I‘m at the highest point of the ski slope descent. Why? Because this
zijmR[=PJRjR\HJZREZJR\RmjfJiOJFmR^\ú1QJiJ=iJj\^tĊF=ffJH[^n\tains as far as the eye can see. In a 360 degree angle and immersed in a
magical play of colors, the South Tyrolean and Trentino winter mountain
wonderland is all mine in this unique second of light.

Time for moments
The Alpenheim Charming Hotel &
Spa is located in the heart of the
Dolomites. Here you can enjoy an
exciting ski holiday amid one of the
most famous winter sports areas
in the Alps, as well as a relaxing
break in a class of its own. The
4-star hotel will win you over with its
spacious wellness area, sauna world,
heated pools and a superb gourmet
restaurant.
• Welcome aperitif on Sunday evening
• Half board with breakfast buffet and
4- to 5-course dinner menu
• Heated indoor and outdoor pool
• 4 excursions / week with the ski school
• Shuttle service to the slopes
• Taxi service on request

FROM € 135,PER NIGHT PER PERSON
Via Grohmann 54 | 39046 St. Ulrich

IDM Südtirol-Alto Adige / Benjamin Pfitscher
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A LTA B A D I A D O L O M I T E S

A LTA B A D I A D O L O M I T E S
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ĘŎ¾Ο¾Ýă¾Ο
Dolomites

An extensive ski area with access to the Sellaronda, the circuit of the Sella massif, and the “Gebirgsjäger” ski circuit. The World Cup slope “Gran
Risa” and the black slope “Vallon-Boè” are well known, but there are also
plenty of slopes for more leisurely athletes. www.altabadia.org

IDM Südtirol/Alex Filz

A LTA B A D I A D O L O M I T E S
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Dolomiti Wellness Hotel Fanes

Wellness, nature
and 5-star luxury
The 5-star Dolomiti Wellness Hotel
Fanes stands enthroned in a glorious
panoramic setting above San Cassiano in Alta Badia in the South Tyrolean Dolomites and entices both winter
sport seekers and summer visitors
for holidays. Its rooms, Spa-suites,
chalets and natura lofts offer couples,
families, and design lovers the perfect
accommodation. One highlight is the
Sky Pool with 360° dream view.
• 5,000 m² Fanes Spa
• Wellness board with
vitality breakfast buffet
• 5-course gourmet menu in the evening
• Home-made cakes from 4 pm
• Private Spa
• Shuttle service to the cable car
• Activity program
• Fitness room
• Helipad

A LTA B A D I A D O L O M I T E S

Hotel Cristallo –
Wellness Mountain Living

25

s

The perfect wellness
hotel for an unforgettable
holiday
The Hotel Cristallo ****S is situated
in the heart of the Dolomites in Alta
Badia: thanks to its strategic position, the hotel is the perfect starting
point for nature and ski lovers. In
Hotel Cristallo you can enjoy a wide
wellness center with panoramic
R\z\Rmv^nmH^^if^^ZõR\H^^if^^Zõ
whirlpool, and much more... the
perfect combination to relax after an
exciting day in the mountains.
• 2 private Ski shuttles to reach the
Dolomiti Superski stations
(2 km far from the hotel)
• In-house ski rental and
ski pass purchase
• Wellness centre with 25 m
QJ=mJHR\z\Rmv^nmH^^if^^Z
• Grappa and wine tasting,
gourmet cuisine with 3/4 board

FROM € 197,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 155,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Str. Pecei 19 | 39036 San Cassiano

Via Verde 3 | 39036 La Villa

A LTA B A D I A D O L O M I T E S
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Kolfuschgerhof

Unplug to unwind
Family-run resort at the foot of the
Sella Group in a majestic location
with a fantastic view. New rooms
2021 with private sauna or Jacuzzi.
In the middle of the Sella Ronda
– Dolomiti ski arena with natural
feel-good atmosphere thanks to the
alpine style. High quality regional
South Tyrolean cuisine. Generous
tJZZ\Jjj=iJ=tRmQ=n\RhnJR\z\Rmv
sky pool with a view of the Sella
group. 200mt. away from the lifts,
direct access to the Sellaronda in
both directions.
• Half board with breakfast
buffet and 5-course menu of
your choice in the evening
• Dessert buffet, gala dinner, Italian
evening, vegetarian menus
• Free use of the 2,000 m² SPA
water world, free Wi-Fi
• Perfect place for a romantic
getaway or honeymoon

s

A LTA B A D I A D O L O M I T E S
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Les Dolomites Mountain Lodges

Private luxury at the
Plan de Corones –
Dolomites
Les Dolomites Mountain Lodges
are located in the mountaineering
village of Lungiarü. A small village in
the nature park Puez-Geisler. A jewel
for hikers and mountain lovers. 12
apartment suites in modern alpine
Style. Idyllic and quiet in the middle
of nature and yet only 5 minutes
from the Plan de Corones and 20
minutes from the Sellaronda - Dolomiti Superski.
•
•
•
•

Welcome aperitiv
SPA free of charge
Garage free of charge
Les Dolomites ladin delights
(Traditional dinner)
• Skiroom

FROM € 220,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 88,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Via Rönn 7 | 39030 Colfosco

St. Vi-Laguscel 9-10 | 39030 Lungiarü

28

PLAN DE CORONES

PLAN DE CORONES
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Plan de
Corones
I am already standing on the No. 1 ski mountain in South Tyrol, the Plan
de Corones. I want to prove myself today: with one of the ski safaris - a
tour of 40 km. If I don‘t lie on the couch with a muscle ache tomorrow, I‘ll
go cross-country skiing in the Valle di Casies, where nature is supposed
to be spectacular. www.kronplatz.com

Harald Wisthaler

PLAN DE CORONES
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Falkensteiner Hotel Kronplatz

PLAN DE CORONES
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Hotel Quelle Nature & Spa Resort

Unique. Mountain.
Experience.

The source of nature
& calmness

5-star unique mountain experience.
From mountain lovers for mountain
lovers - a Plan de Corones resort
inspired by the passion of mountain
sports legends, the diversity of the
mountains of South Tyrol, and the
creativity of star designer Matteo
Thun. The Falkensteiner Hotel Kronplatz is the new hot spot for adults
and offers unique experiences on
and around the best mountain for
activities

Are you longing for boundless
relaxation, moving experiences in the
Dolomites and pleasurable moments
for palate and soul? Awarded with
the Holidaycheck 2021 as most
popular wellness hotel in Italy we will
surprise you with 6 heated in- and
outdoor pools, 10 saunas, gourmet
delicious and rich activity program
with daily 3 guided outdoor nature
experiences, 6 days a week.

• 7Summit 3/4 board
(breakfast, snack, dinner)
• Acquapura Mountain Spa
• Indoor climbing wall, modern equipped
gym with high-tech equipment
• Library
• Wi-Fi throughout the hotel, support
with/from Experience Concierge.

•  \z\Rmvf^^ZõEiR\Ji^mm^õjQ^tj=n\=õ
snow room, sauna infusions
• Beauty lounge, Medical SPA
and physiotherapy
• 42 km of cross-country ski
trails directly from the hotel
& free skiing courses
• Winter and snowshoe hikes,
alpine magic, skishuttle

FROM € 399,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 207,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Via Funivia 1c | 39031 Riscone

Via Maddalena 4 | 39030 Valle di Casies

PLAN DE CORONES
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Falkensteiner Family Resort Lido

PLAN DE CORONES

s
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Dolomites Life Resort Excelsior

s

Entertainment & action
of the extra class

Nature, action & wellness
in the Dolomites

4-star superior family adventure
hotel. This hotel is fast becoming
a trendsetter within Europe’s family
resorts, setting new standards with
the latest action-packed activities as
well as blowing minds with its innovative architecture. Look forward to
watching your children’s eyes light up
activities and relaxation for everyone
as well as unforgettable moments.

Situated in the best location with a
fantastic panorama over San Vigilio
in the Fanes-Sennes-Braies UNESCO
nature park. The leading ski, hiking
and mountain bike resort offers you
everything for your unforgettable
adventure vacation. The wellness
area covers 2,500 m² including the
Dolomites Sky Spa for adults and a
separated family wellness area with
pools and saunas 100% recommended and the Aktiv Hotel Award 2020
speak for themselves!

• Full board PLUS (breakfast,
light lunch, sweet afternoon snack,
dinner, drinks during meals)
• 2,800 m² Aquapura Spa
• Fitness and gym area
• Entertainment program
• Childcare
• Wi-Fi
• entertainment concierge.

• 3/4 gourmet board
• Dreamlike living ambience new rooms & suites
• Weekly guided activity and
adventure program
• Wellness & Spa on 2,500 m²
• Fit & Fun Outdoor and Indoor
• Ski-in, ski-out with the best
location on the slopes

FROM € 103,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 176,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Via Stazione 7 | 39030 Casteldarne

Via Valiares 44 | 39030 San Vigilio di Marebbe

PLAN DE CORONES
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Falkensteiner Hotel Antholz

Pure. Nature. Hideaway
Exclusive 4-star adults hideaway.
Wake up to a breathtaking view encompassing forest, mountains and
sheer vastness - nothing else. This
holiday will bring you down to earth
and help you reassess your priorities. Tucked away in the enchanting
Anterselva Valley in South Tyrol, our
newly designed Falkensteiner Hotel
Antholz awaits you.
• Welcome drink
• Falkensteiner 3/4 pampering board
(breakfast, snack, dinner)
• Use of the 1,000 m² Aquapura SPA
• Fitness room
• Alternating activity program
• Evening entertainment program
• Wi-Fi

PLAN DE CORONES
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Alpin Panorama Hotel Hubertus

s

Close to heaven in the
Dolomites
The Hotel Hubertus is located directly
at Italy‘s no.1 ski resort, the Plan de
Corones. With its spacious wellness
area, the Hubertus offers more than
just a perfect base for skiing or winter
hiking. With its 6 year-round heated
pool and 7 saunas, there is something
for every need! The highlight? The
world-famous Skypool in combination
with the unique activity program.
• Rich breakfast buffet
• Afternoon snack
• 5- to 6-course gourmet
menu in the evening
• Hut magic at Chalet Hubertus
in the middle of the ski area
• Snowshoe and winter hikes as well
as tobogganing adventures
• Free rental of hiking backpacks,
hiking and Nordic walking poles,
and much more

FROM € 96,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 185,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Via Paul Zingerle 4 | 39030 Anterselva di Sopra

Via Furcia 5 | 39030 Sorafurcia

PLAN DE CORONES
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K1 Mountain Chalet

Ski-in ski-out at the number one in South Tyrol
We value luxury, privacy and personal attention! The apartments are
equipped to a high standard and offer every comfort. In the morning you
strengthen yourself at the regional
breakfast buffet, then you start
directly on the ski slopes of Plan de
Corones, in the afternoon wellness in
the in-house SPA: saunas, whirlpool
and massages. In the evening you
have the choice: cook yourself or
explore the variety of restaurants.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fully equipped apartments
Rich breakfast buffet
Daily cleaning
Concierge service
Garage parking space
Heated ski depot with ski locker
Use of the own wellness area
Direct access to ski lifts, restaurants
and ski rental

PLAN DE CORONES

s

Hotel Petrus
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At home. With us!
The Hotel Petrus at Plan de Corones in South Tyrol is a real family
business. Only 500 m from the no. 1
ski area in South Tyrol, the Plan de
Corones, it is a varied travel destination all year round. If you’re looking
for 08/15, you’ve come to the wrong
place. Each of the rooms and suites
has a very special highlight: an outdoor jacuzzi, an infrared sauna and a
floating lounger.
• 3/4 gourmet board with served
breakfast, an afternoon snack and a
5-course dinner.
• Relax in the DohòameSpa
• The ski service with private shuttle
bus, ticket service, inhouse ski rental
and inhouse ski service
• Activity programm with guided hikes

FROM € 115,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 140,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Via Funicolare 22 | 39031 Plan de Corones

Via Reinthal 11 | 39031 Riscone-Bruncio

PLAN DE CORONES
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Private Luxury Chalet Purmontes

Luxury in a new
dimension
Purmontes is a timeless contemporary architectural jewel. It is a magical place to regenerate in an exclusive setting. The luminous structure
houses 5 chalets, each of which has
=fiRs=mJR\z\Rmvf^^Zõ=Z=iPJmJii=FJ
^iP=iHJ\=\H=ziJfZ=FJÿ\Jumm^
it are stables with a private box for
your horse.
• Luxury chalet suites with bedroom, luxurious bathroom, open living area, and
private pool (heated all year round)
• Purmontes Loft SPA
• Breakfast and culinary art at dinner
• Free shuttle service

PLAN DE CORONES
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Winkler Sport & Spa Resort

Architectural jewel
with Plan de Corones
panorama
The ingenious combination of
luxurious design and wellness at the
highest level makes a holiday here
something very special. A private
pool, your own sauna, or a romantic champagne bar in your room?
ZZmQJjJtRjQJj=iJOnZzZZJHR\mQJ
Winkler. The most beautiful moment? The sunset: to be enjoyed in
the relaxation room or in the outdoor
j=n\=ÿ^i^\mQJmJii=FJ^OmQJE=i^i
in the large outdoor swimming pool.
• 5 pools for overall 500 m²
of water surface
• Adults only spa
• Free ski shuttle
• Winkler‘s vitality and activity programme with professional guides
• Breakfast buffet, afternoon buffet from 2
to 5 p.m. and multi-course evening menu

PRICE ON REQUEST

FROM € 165,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Mantana 47a | 39030 San Lorenzo

Santo Stefano 28a | 39030 San Lorenzo

PLAN DE CORONES
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Hotel Lanerhof

When wellness becomes
an experience
:^nF=\H^JsJivmQR\PÿEnmv^n
do not have to do anything: it’s a
winning combination that makes
your holiday at Hotel Lanerhof an
unforgettable experience. Whether
you enjoy the light-flooded wellness
=\Hj=n\==iJ=õmQJ[^HJi\zm\Jjj
room, the youth room with ball
sports hall, billiards and playstation
room, the year-round child and youth
care, or in the hotel‘s own covered
riding arena... Find your ideal balance in the Dolomites.
• Delicious breakfast buffet,
afternoon buffet from 2 to 5 pm
and multi-course evening menu
• Free ski shuttle
• Free use of the spa
• Winkler‘s vitality and activity programme with professional guides
• Year-round childcare

s

PLAN DE CORONES

Hotel Sonnenhof
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Sun, tranquillity, panorama
Welcome to your refuge of well-being, where modern naturalness sets
the tone. Take a dip in the heated
R\z\Rmvf^^ZĆÉÇuÈÇ[ć=\HiJZRjQmQJ
wholesome heat of the saunas. Open
space outside, stylish living ambience inside, and warmth through and
through. Sun, silence, and an outstanding panorama form the perfect
symbiosis in a completely relaxed
holiday atmosphere – perfect for
your romantic moments!
• Breakfast buffet
• Afternoon buffet from
2 to 5 pm
• Dinner: daily multi-course
gourmet menu
• Free ski shuttle
• Free use of the spa
• Winkler‘s vitality and activity programme with professional guides

FROM € 122,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 111,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Mantana 42 | 39030 San Lorenzo

Via Balkstein 7 | 39030 Falzes

PLAN DE CORONES
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Ansitz Maurn
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s

Historic suites · Dolomites
A jewel in the heart of history - Your
manor house in South Tyrol. In the
recently restored residence Maurn
near Brunico, eight suites await you
with the most modern comforts
and a character steeped in history.
Here you will find a special and at
the same time inspiring retreat in
a class of its own. Let yourself be
enchanted ...
• Regional breakfast in your
suite or in the garden
• Outdoor pool with pleasant water temperature in all seasons and sun garden
• Exclusive spa area surrounded by
historic walls
• Relaxation room in cosy atmosphere
• Cold pool embedded in
historical vaults

Dolomites
forever
Gentle alpine pastures and rugged rock formations. The “pale mountains”
are 250 million years old and grew out of algae and coral reefs. They have
been part of the UNESCO World Heritage since 2009. They are different.
They almost seem close enough to touch. They are royal mountains. Ma-

FROM € 170,PER NIGHT PER PERSON
Palù 39 | 39030 San Lorenzo di Sebato

jestically and suddenly they seem to burst out of the earth. When the sun
goes down, they shine. They glow with all their might towards the approaching darkness. They do not go gentle into that good night.

IDM Südtirol-Alto Adige | Manuel Kottersteger
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THE 3 PEAKS DOLOMITES

THE 3 PEAKS DOLOMITES
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The 3 Peaks
Dolomites

Finally a nature park with the famous three golden shimmering icons
in its center: truly an image for the gods. They proudly watch over the
winter wonderland that surrounds them. The 3 Peaks Dolomites are also
known as a ski tour Eldorado. www.dreizinnen.com

Harald Wisthaler

THE 3 PEAKS DOLOMITES
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Post Alpina –
Family Mountain Chalets

THE 3 PEAKS DOLOMITES
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Post Hotel - Tradition & Lifestyle

s

s

Our favourite place
to enjoy family time

Room to relax - Adults
Only Hotel

/^nmQ1vi^ZĔjzijm[^n\m=R\sRZZ=PJ
offer its guests the choice between
cosy family suites with hotel service
and charming holiday apartments
R\iJz\JHFQ=ZJmjú1QRjHiJ=[ĊZRYJ
location is the perfect destination in
South Tyrol for families, hikers, bikers
and skiers. The Post Alpina, our family hotel in San Candido, is located
right in front of the slopes of the 3
Peaks Dolomites ski area.

The gorgeous boutique hotel is located in the centre of the charming
town of San Candido, right at the start
^OmQJmi=OzFĊOiJJ=iJ=ú JR\P=mmQJ
heart of the Dolomites, in the ski and
hiking area of 3 Peaks Dolomites,
offers unlimited possibilities for
great activities. Let your soul rest and
iJPJ\Ji=mJR\mQJj[=ZZ=\HiJz\JH
jf=EJO^iJQ=sR\P=m=jmJ^OmQJz\Jjm
dishes served by our restaurant. To
end the day enjoy a refreshing cocktail in the exclusive P-Lounge.

• Directly in front of the slopes of 3
Peaks Dolomites ski area
• Private ski rental
• 7 days per week child care service for
children starting from 3 years of age
• Spa wit sauna, in- and outdoorpool and
Vita Alpina Spa
• .Jz\JHFnZR\=ivJufJiRJ\FJ
• Member of Family Hotels South Tyrol

• At the heart of the ski and hiking
area 3 Peaks Dolomites
• Access to Vita Alpina spa
• 6-course menu for all
half board guests
• Small sweet afternoon buffet
• Many guided hikes on the snow

FROM € 132,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 110,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Via Ombrosa | 39038 Versciaco

Via die Benedettini 10/C | 38038 San Candido
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SKIWORLD AHRNTAL

SKIWORLD AHRNTAL
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Skiworld
Ahrntal

In the Valle Aurina, everything is fun, especially because of the humorous nature of the locals and their quirky ideas. Children also have plenty
of opportunities to let off some steam here. Snow and entertainment
guaranteed - 100%. www.skiworldahrntal.it

Manuel_Kottersteger

SKIWORLD AHRNTAL
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Alpin Royal Wellness Refugium
s
& Resort Hotel

SKIWORLD AHRNTAL
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Alpenpalace Luxury
Hideaway & Spa Retreat

Cordiality in an
elegant ambience for
regal holiday joy

Excellence has come
home. Luxury has a
special address

Experience regal holiday moments
tRmQmQJz\Jjm\^nsJZZJFnRjR\Jõ
a 4-star superior spa, an elegant
and comfortable stay and original
cordiality in the picturesque setting
of the Valle Aurina. Welcome to the
wellness refuge and to Resort Hotel
Alpin Royal. Discover our 4-star
superior resort, nestling in the idyll of
the Valle Aurina, which reveals itself
=j=FQ=i=FmJizZZJHfZ=FJ^OJ\JiPv
and which is home to the elegant
and the familiar.

The 5-star Spa Retreat Alpenpalace
is a private hideaway which has an
abundance of natural surroundings,
offers premium wellness and is one
of the few “The Art of Beauty by La
Prairie” spas in the world, offering
JuFJZZJ\mQ=nmJFnRjR\J=\HF^\zHJ\m
service. Head for a precious oasis of
calm in South Tyrol. A harmony you
can feel and a sophisticated interior
E^mQHJz\JmQRjQ^ZRH=vPJ[tRmQmQJ
obliging welcome of this luxurious
ambience.

• Nestled in the majestic mountains of
the South Tyrolean Alps, surrounded
by green in the summer and a sea of
white snow during the winter months
• Panorama sun terrace with fascinating
view of the surrounding mountains
• With natural materials, lovingly
furnished wellness hotel: Modern and
traditional architecture meet South
Tyrolean coziness here

• Panorama sun terrace with fascinating
view of the surrounding mountains
• Fantastic and at the same time unique
30,000 m2 park: All through it you will
z\HfJ=FJOnZjf^mjõf=mQjm^jmi^ZZõjn\
terraces, pools and an Alpine garden
full of hedges, colorful flowerbeds and
fragrant herbs

FROM € 122,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 170,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Via Molini 98 | 39030 Valle Aurina

Gisse 32 | 39030 Valle Aurina

SKIWORLD AHRNTAL
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Amonti

SKIWORLD AHRNTAL
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Lunaris

5 star wellnessresort
directly in front of the
skiworld Ahrntal

5 star wellnessresort
directly in front of the
skiworld Ahrntal

84 mountains above 3,000 m, a white winter wonderland and impressive
panoramic views. Experience the
sheer fun of the slopes on the South
side of the Alps. A unique skiing
experience between 1,050 and 2,510
metres altitude. 100% guaranteed
snow, 100% experience of nature,
100% fun! AMONTI Wellnessresort
is lies directly at the valley station
of the ski area Klausberg in the Skiworld Ahrntal, next to the Klausberg
cable car, the slopes, ski school and
ski rental.

84 mountains above 3,000 m, a
white winter wonderland and impressive panoramic views. Experience
the sheer fun of the slopes on the
South side of the Alps. A unique
skiing experience between 950 and
2,510 metres altitude. 100% guaranteed snow, 100% nature, 100% fun!
Lunaris Wellnessresort is lies directly
at the valley station of the ski area
Klausberg in the Skiworld Ahrntal,
next to the Klausberg cable car, the
slopes, ski school and ski rental.

• 3/4 gourmet board including
the use of the 6,000 m2 wellness and
spa world with 5 pools, sky lounge,
j=n\=t^iZHõiJZ=u^=jJjõzm\Jjj
centre and Blue Planet.

• Includes 3/4 gourmet board and the
use of the 6,000 m2 wellness and spa
world with 5 pools, sky lounge, sauna
t^iZHõiJZ=u^=jJjõzm\JjjFJ\miJ=\H
family spa “Blue Planet”.

FROM € 228,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 242,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Via Klausberg 55 | 39030 Cadipietra

Hittfeld 1a | 39030 Cadipietra

SKIWORLD AHRNTAL
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Hibernation
and free fall

Schwarzenstein –
Alpine Luxury Spa Resort

55

s

I can spend the night in an igloo on the Speikboden in Ahrntal. There will
certainly be no lack of fresh air. They‘ll make sure I don‘t freeze to death, I
trust them with this. Igloo restaurant, mountain sauna and hot tub are also
a part of this night. I love cats, even snowcats, and speed. Free Fall Ride
at the Drei Zinnen resort: with the slope technicians in the cockpit, I race
^sJimQJđjFQt=iyJ\^ZyiRJjJ\ĒĆEZ=FYt^^HPR=\mćõ^\J^OmQJjmJJfJjm
descents in the Alps, and I‘m speechless, all I can utter is: Wow.

Relax & activity in
perfect symbiosis
For demanding connoisseurs
Spacious feel-good suites,
5,000 m² wellness and sauna
landscape, 25 m indoor and outdoor
pool, huge garden with sunbathing
lawn – a paradise for relaxation
seekers. Active holidaymakers enjoy
idyllic hikes in summer and panoi=[RFjZ^fJjR\tR\mJiú.Jz\JHFnZRnary delights from South Tyrol and
the rest of Italy impress everyone!
• 5,000 m² wellness and sauna
• 2x 25 m in+ outdoor pool
(also open in winter)
• 10 saunas incl. event sauna
with Aufguss
• 3/4 gourmet board incl.
self-service drinks
• 3 skiareas in near surrounding

FROM € 171,PER NIGHT PER PERSON
Via del paese 11 | Luttago

Drei Zinnen Marketing | Manuel Kottersteger
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Obereggen

The “ski carousel” in the Dolomites is so extensive that you will always
z\H\JtjZ^fJjú#EJiJPPJ\Rjnfm^H=mJõj^fQRjmRF=mJHõQ=j[=jmJiJH
culinary excellence and will enchant you with a captivating rhythm. Snow
cult as far as the eye can see. www.obereggen.com

Harald Wisthaler

OBEREGGEN
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Hotel Cristal

s

OBEREGGEN

Wellnesshotel Erica

59

s

Experience the
passion of hospitality

Your feel-good refuge
in the Dolomites

Obereggen, Hotel Cristal, only 20 km
away from Bolzano. The Hotel Cristal is located directly in the Obereggen-Latemar ski area with 60 kilometres of ski slopes. Get out of the
hotel and straight into the skiing fun.
Our new rooms with lots of stone
pine and larch have been designed
with great attention to detail and
^OOJiz\JsRJtj^OmQJ[^n\m=R\j^O
the Dolomites. The hotel is embedded in nature and this is always
present in the 1,600 m2 spa with its
indoor and outdoor pool, 5 different
j=n\=jõ[=jj=PJõPv[=\Hzm\Jjj
classes. Our chef does everything to
create the most wonderful local and
Italian dishes accompanied with a
great selection of wines. We will be
happy to advise you. Finish the day
in our bar with a glass of wine next
m^mQJziJfZ=FJ^iJ\X^vmQJfR=\^
music in a cosy atmosphere – our
bar is a popular meeting point.

Our hotel is a special place - a refuge
of well-being and relaxation in the
mountain world of the Dolomites on
the South Tyrolean high plateau Val
d’Ega. A place with special energy
and power. In our feel-good refugium
and the natural surroundings you will
z\HJsJivmQR\PtQ=mRjP^^HO^iv^nú
The human being is in the center of
our attention: body – soul – spirit.
Feel with us the freedom of nature,
the security and the warming hospitality of South Tyrol, while enjoying
our culinary delicacies in our lovingly
decorated rooms.

FROM € 141,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 125,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Obereggen 31 | 39050 Nova Ponente

Strada principale 17 | 39050 Nova Ponente

•
•
•
•
•

Erica’s welcome aperitif
Our 3/4 wellness pampering
The use of the entire SPA facilities
Sports and activity program
Free ski shuttle

60

OBEREGGEN
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Rendezvous
in the snow

61

Naturhotel Pfösl

We ride through the wintery landscape on a sledge, pulled by Haflinger
horses. Shoulder to shoulder, heart to heart. We want to go skiing or snowboarding on slopes, we don‘t want any limits. We want to snowshoe along
the forest path, behind the house. We learn ice sailing on a frozen lake and
deep snow skiing. The alternative is to have fun in the spa with water and
sauna worlds and just do nothing.

My place to be
happy & naturally free
Take one look at the majestic peaks
of Latemar and Rosengarten, and your
everyday life will soon be a distant
memory. Feel free to shape your
holiday in tune with the seasons. Set
off from our Naturhotel Pfösl into the
snowy Val d’Ega and discover a true
paradise for skiers – downhill and
cross-country – and snowshoe hikers.
We’ll give you the space to enjoy
holistic rejuvenation and make peace
with yourself.
• 8 different saunas in the indoor
and outdoor areas
• Large alpine garden landscape
with panoramic jacuzzi
• Preparation of vegan menus
and of courts with special food
needs against surcharge
• .JPJ\Ji=mR^\f=\^i=[=R\z\Rmv
sole pool 35° (25 m)
• Fantastically nature rooms and
exclusive panoramic suites with
a lot of wood and glass

FROM € 208,PER NIGHT PER PERSON
Rio Nero 2 | 39050 Nova Ponente

IDM Südtirol-Alto Adige/ Armin Terzer

OBEREGGEN
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Hotel Sonnalp

Gourmet hotel directly
on the ski slopes in
Obereggen!
At the family-run connoisseur hotel
Sonnalp, fun on the slopes begins
right on the doorstep, on perfectly
groomed ski slopes around the
Latemar. Combined with South
Tyrolean-Mediterranean gourmet
HJZRPQmjĆÊ=nZm RZZ=nm^hnJjć=\H
an elegant wellness area with indoor
and heated outdoor swimming pool,
v^ntRZZz\HJsJivmQR\Pv^n\JJH
for an unforgettable break in the
Dolomites!
• Mediterranean & regional cuisine - with
5- to 6-course gourmet menu of choice
• Welcome drink
• Indoor swimming pool and heated
outdoor pool
• Spacious sauna area with Finnish
sauna, bio, infrared and steam bath
• Toboggans & snowshoes for hire

s

OBEREGGEN
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Hotel Engel

A holiday that gives
you wings
Where nature, relaxation and culinary
delights shape the holiday, letting
go is really easy. With a varied range
of activity programmes, childcare,
water world, wellness and enjoyment,
the Engel is a guarantee for quality
and yet informality. A place in the
Dolomites that simply delights young
and old. A holiday for the family
album that will be remembered for a
long time.
• 2,500 m2 SPA area, indoor pool,
outdoor panoramic pool, whirlpool
Gym
Childcare
Guided hikes
Guided ski tours
Michelin starred restaurant
Allergy-friendly diet
Only 500 m to the ski area
In the village centre with a view of the
Dolomites

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FROM € 178,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 134,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Obereggen 28 | 39050 Obereggen

Via San Valentino 3 | 39056 Nova Levante

OBEREGGEN
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Hotel Shandranj

OBEREGGEN
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Ganischgerhof Mountain
s
Resort & SPA

Four stars dedicated
to you

Actively relaxed feel-good
holiday in the Dolomites

The hotel Shandranj in Trentino-South
Tyrol is the perfect destination for a
family vacation in the Dolomites characterized by nature, relax and sport.
The pride and joy of the hotel is the new
spa with a wellness centre dedicated
to families, separated from the spa for
adults only. Among our family-amenities, we offer: a baby, mini and junior
fun club for kids 6 months to 12 years
old. our restaurant serves traditional
and modern dishes, to satisfy even the
[^jmiJz\JHf=Z=mJjõtRmQ^nmO^iPJmmR\P
the needs and tastes of kids.

The Ganischgerhof is located only 20
minutes by car from Bolzano, in the
middle of the Dolomites and offers
with the Ganis 3/4 board Plus+ a
unique gourmet concept based on
the motto „As you like it“ in no less
than 4 locations. 1,000 m2 of panoramic SPA, the various weekly programme and lots of activity options in
Val d‘Ega and Obereggen make your
stay with us the most varied holiday
experience in the Alps.

• 3/4 board with choice of
menu in the evening
• Wellness area with various
saunas, pools, water features
and relaxation rooms
• Guided hikes
• Entertainment programme for children
• Services for children such as
cots, high chairs, prams etc.

• Check in once and be at home in 4
locations
• Culinary delights at all times and
in the whole Ganis world with the
Ganis 3/4 board Plus+
• Ganis Private Guest Shuttle –
from bed to the slopes
• Tasty breakfast daily until 11:00 am
• Ganis weekly winter programme

FROM € 100,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 109,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Località Stava 36 | 38038 Tesero

Rio Nero 22 | 39050 Nova Ponente
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Alpe di Siusi
The Alpe di Siusi is a never-fading winter fairy tale and purely embodies
South Tyrol’s spirit: graceful, cozy, hospitable and contemporary. It’s a
promise towards the perfect winter holiday. Fun fact: it is Europe‘s largest high alpine pasture. The liberating expanse and the mountain views
are enchanting, I simply love it here.
www.seiseralm.it

Harald Wisthaler

ALPE DI SIUSI
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Alpina Dolomites

ALPE DI SIUSI
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Cyprianerhof

A unique nature experience in the Dolomites

Your 5-star-basecamp
midst of the Dolomites

The Alpina Dolomites Lodge welcomes its guests on the Alpe di Siusi
amidst breathtaking nature. Here,
sports enthusiasts and health-conscious people, nature lovers and
F^\\^RjjJnijtRZZz\HJsJivmQR\P
they are looking for. Exclusive rooms
=\HjnRmJjtRmQ=[=P\RzFJ\msRJt
of the Dolomites, a wonderful spa, a
wide range of sports activities, ski-in
and ski-out and an excellent
gastronomic offer.

At the foot of the legendary Catinaccio mountain lies the unique
hiking and wellness paradise for bon
vivants and nature lovers. Guests
experience unique moments in the
spacious SPA area and enjoy healthy
delicacies from the regional cuisine.
The alpine active programme offers
the right challenge for everyone
– unforgettable impressions are
guaranteed.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Welcome cocktail
Generous buffet breakfast
Cakes and snacks from 3-5 pm
Access to indoor and outdoor pool,
sauna and relaxation areas,
zm\Jjj=iJ=
Guided snowshoe hikes
Fitness programme with assistance
Indoor golf simulator
Miniclub for children 3 years
of age and older
Garage parking space

• Half board with a rich mountaineer
breakfast buffet and a 5-course
gourmet menu for dinner
• Daily guided snowshoe hikes
• Guided ski safari
• Guided ski tours, freeride
and ice climbing tours
• Free use of the wellness area
Similde SPA
• Relaxation programme

FROM € 259,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 183,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Compatsch | 39040 Alpe di Siusi

Via S. Cipriano 69 | 39050 Tires al Catinaccio

ALPE DI SIUSI
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Romantik Hotel Turm

Art – Wine – Golf –
Gourmet – Wellness
Charming and refreshingly different
- that’s the Tower in Fiè allo Sciliar!
Arrive and feel good, experience and
marvel. Modern design in historic
walls, a private art collection with
works by Picasso, Kokoschka and
Dix, fantastic views of the Dolomites,
UNESCO World Natural Heritage. The
Romantik Hotel Turm at the foot of
the Alpe di Siusi offers everything
you need for a perfect holiday.
•
•
•
•

Modern design in historical walls
Own wine yard „Grottnerhof“
Unique spa area
18-hole golf course S. Vigilio Siusi closeby with 20% partner
hotel discount on the green fee

ALPE DI SIUSI
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Seiser Alm Urthaler

Nature and well-being in
/^nmQ1vi^ZĔjzijmHJjRP\
Hotel made from wood
The Seiser Alm Urthaler is pure
nature. The walls are made of wood
and glass, the floors out of wood or
natural stone and the carpets are
hand-knitted. Wood and comfort
paired with an exclusive ambience
and high-quality dishes. Enjoy a
fusion of local foods with high-quality ingredients. Furthermore, a spa
landscape of relaxation and beauty is
open to guests at Antermoia - beauty,
sport and spa on 700 m2.
• Vitality breakfast buffet with
South Tyrolean quality products
• Cake selection in the afternoon
• In the evening: 5-course menu
of your choice
• Ski pass service at the reception
(up from 3 days ski pass)
• Ski deposit with boot dryer

FROM € 153,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 180,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Piazza chiesa 9 | 39050 Fiè allo Sciliar

Compatsch 49 | 39040 Alpe di Siusi

ALPE DI SIUSI
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Tirler – Dolomites Living Hotel

The organic wellness
hotel for the whole family
In the midst of the winter landscape
on the Alpe di Siusi stands the multi-award-winning organic hotel Tirler
- Dolomites Living Hotel ****s, which
has dedicated itself to sustainability
and ecology as well as a healthy
lifestyle, from the living environment
to the SPA to the kitchen. Every
smallest detail is designed to leave
a minimal ecological footprint and
at the same time guarantee guests
maximum well-being.
• Welcome aperitif
• 5-course gourmet menu with a
large à la carte selection
• Guided excursions with our tour guide
• 800 m² of pure wellness
• Rich breakfast buffet
• Equipment suitable for
allergy sufferers
• Pillow menu for the best sleep

ALPE DI SIUSI

s
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Presulis Lodges

Luxury apartments in the
dolomites – with the comfort of a hotel
j[=ZZõz\JõO=[RZvĊin\iJOnPJ
awaits you – an insider tip for those
seeking peace and quiet. The
luxuriously equipped chalets and
lodges in a cozy wooden design
leave nothing to be desired.
Connoisseurs are in the right place
in our gourmet restaurant „Presulis
Kitchen“.
• Alpine wellness area with
steam sauna etc.
• \z\RmvQJ=mJHjtR[[R\Pf^^Z
• Daily cleaning of the chalets
• Breakfast buffet or even half board
• Porsche e-charging station
• E-bikes for rent
• Laundry
• Ski depo

FROM € 171,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 120,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Saltria 59 | 39040 Alpe di Siusi

Presule 10 | 39050 Fiè allo Sciliar

74

VA L L E I S A R C O

Valle
Isarco

VA L L E I S A R C O
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5 family ski areas with all you could possibly want and need. Snow fun
is guaranteed well into spring, as is lots of sun and variety on the slopes
Ċ=\HtRmQ=\RiiJjRjmREZJ[=PRF=m[^jfQJiJmQ=mZniJjv^nR\öt=jHJznitely lured. How lovely! www.eisacktal.com

IDM Südtirol-Alto Adige/Stefan Schütz

VA L L E I S A R C O
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Feuerstein Nature Family Resort

Family holiday
at its best
Sparkling children‘s eyes and joyous
laughter everywhere you look. With
all sorts of unique family experiences, the Feuerstein is like a fairytale
world come true. From crafting in the
wood workshop, hay-hopping in the
play barn, building sandcastles in the
mud room, enjoying the giant water
slides, relaxing in the adults-only spa
area up to savouring the treats of the
Artifex gourmet restaurant: This is a
simply magical place!
• Gourmet board with breakfast,
lunch buffet and dinner
• Weekly childcare of 70 hours, based
on the Maria Montessori philosophy.
For children from 0-16 years of age
• Mountain Spa with Family Sauna
and separate adults-only area

VA L L E I S A R C O
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FORESTIS Dolomites

Sustainable hideaway
to experience simplicity,
nature and time
FORESTIS regards itself as a place of
retreat surrounded by nature, where
time can once again be sensed and
zZZJHtRmQJ[^mR^\=Zs=ZnJmQi^nPQ
physical and mental mindfulness
towards oneself. The FORESTIS Spa
takes its inspiration from the wisdom
of the Celts, who developed their vast
knowledge of healing right here in the
forests. Nature and local farmers supply the ingredients that are brought to
perfection at FORESTIS.
• Plose mountain sping water
• Minibar (one complimentary
iJzZZ=H=vć
• Heated indoor/outdoor pool
• Wyda – celtic yoga
• Ski room (ski-in/ski-out)
• Trekking and ski shoe equipment
• Guided hikes

FROM € 191,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 360,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Val di Fleres 185 | 39041 Brennero

Plancios 292 | 39042 Bressanone

VA L L E I S A R C O
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Falkensteiner Hotel & Spa
Falkensteinerhof

VA L L E I S A R C O

My Arbor

79
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South Tyrolean symphony
and mountain love

My moment –
my place to be

4-star hotel in Valles for active
gourmet lover. Let’s go to Valles! The
Gitschberg-Jochtal skiing and hiking
region is the ideal holiday destination for families, couples and friends
who want to experience something.
JiJJsJiv^\JRjjniJm^z\HmQJRi
own personal South Tyrolean highlight. Each day something new. Look
forward to a holiday packed with
activities, discoveries, wellbeing and
gourmet delights.

My Arbor is a tree hotel, built on sticks,
on the bottom of the Plose mountain. The adults-only hotel is only 10
minutes away from Brixen and opened
in May 2018. It is dynamic and modern
R\Rmj=iFQRmJFmniJ=\H^OOJiõvJmzi[Zv
rooted in the traditions and values of
mQJiJPR^\únJjmj=iJR\sRmJHm^z\H
what is often neglected in everyday
life: time for themselves and freedom
for their own rhythm.

• Welcome drink
• Falkensteiner 3/4 pampering board
(breakfast, snack, dinner)
• Use of the 1,400 m² Aquapura SPA
• Fitness room
• Alternating activity program
• Evening entertainment program
• Wi-Fi

• Breakfast buffet and menu until
midday
• Lunch until 5 pm (at extra charge)
• 5-course dinner
• Access to the 2,500 m²
SPA Arboris wellness area
• Minimum 4 sauna infusions per day
• Offer of sports and exercise program
• Welcome aperitif
• Parking space

FROM € 122,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 188,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Via Pichl 21 | 39037 Vals

Via San Leonardo 26 | 39042 S. Andrea

VA L L E I S A R C O
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Naturhotel Lüsnerhof

Nature conscious
spa experience and snowshoeing in the Dolomites
Idyllically located at 1,150 m,
Naturhotel Lüsnerhof offers the ideal
starting point for fantastic snowshoe
hikes on the peaks of the Luson
Valley and in the Puez Geisler Nature
Park. The Plose ski area can be
reached in 12 km. The unique naturellness®Spa captivates with various
water worlds and themed saunas.
The fresh, biological regional cuisine
is part of the Lüsnerhof‘s naturellness® philosophy.
• 3/4 board for nature lovers with breakfast and afternoon snack
• 5-course gourmet dinner (not included
- can be booked additionally)
• Access to the naturellness®Spa,
guided day hikes, and weekly exercise
sessions such as yoga and Qi Gong.

VA L L E I S A R C O
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Hotel Sonnwies

Sonnwies let kid´s
emotions go high
We are an award-winning, natural
family hotel deluxe with suites, imperial suites, chalets, and mountain
villas with all-inclusive pampering
board. In our unique family hotel
in Lüsen we offer you a total of 60
hours of baby care and 70 hours of
child care 7 days a week as well as
an outdoor play area on 10,000 m²,
an adventure farm with 30 animals,
a water park with 110 m slides, a
climbing hall, and a ski lift.
• Snow guaranteed and plenty
of space to romp around
• Free ski passes for the entire family
• Ski lift and ski school directly
at the hotel
• Easily reachable thanks to the
proximity to the motorway
• Heated pool for splashing and
swimming around

FROM € 149,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 750,PER NIGHT PER ROOM

Via Ronco 20 | 39040 Luson

Via Ronco 20 | 39040 Luson

VA L L E I S A R C O
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Tratterhof Mountain Sky Hotel

VA L L E I S A R C O
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Chalets Valsegg

Sky wellness hotel
at 1,500 m

A special place.
Quiet and serene.

The Tratterhof is a feel-good retreat
for skiers and hikers in the South
Tyrolean Alps. Its luxury suites blend
harmoniously with the surrounding
mountain world. The wellness area
Monte Silva Mountain Spa with
4,000 m² of saunas, pools and relaxation rooms pampers with an Adults
Only sauna world and separate family
sauna. All hotel areas score with the
grandiose view of the mountain world
of the Dolomites.

In Valles near Brixen at 1,300 m
above sea level, our chalet village is
surrounded by trees, in the middle
of the forest. Away from stress and
hustle and bustle. 9 fully equipped
FQ=ZJmjtRmQziJfZ=FJõOiJJĊjm=\HR\P
bathtub, private sauna and hot tub.
Varied mountain breakfast served
daily in the chalet. The new highlight:
the à la carte restaurant “Eggile” in
the main house and the forest pool
tRmQR\z\Rmvf^^Zú

• X-Large breakfast buffet
• 5-course evening menu
• Free entrance to Monte Silva
Mountain Spa (4,000 m2)
• iJJJ\mi=\FJm^zm\JjjjmnHR^
by Technogym (270 m2)
• Guided hikes, yoga and
zm\JjjjJjjR^\j
• Theme evenings

• Welcome snack & apple juice
• Mountain breakfast directly
in the chalet
• Private SPA: Finnish sauna
and hot tub in the chalet
• ^iJjmf^^ZtRmQR\z\Rmvf^^ZõiJZ=u=tion zones, yoga room, Kneipp path...
• #t\ziJt^^HO^imQJ^fJ\ziJfZ=FJ

FROM € 142,PER NIGHT PER PERSON
Via Großberg 6
39037 Maranza/Rio di Pusteria

FROM € 218,PER NIGHT PER PERSON
Unterlände 5 | 39037 Valles

VA L S A R E N T I N O
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Val Sarentino

Your hideaway in the
mountains
Val Sarentino, in South Tyrol, is home
to an oasis of quiet and serenity,
where comfort and beauty are two
essential elements. Welcome to
Hotel Kircher, a 4-star-superior hotel,
with a modern and elegant design,
instilling a feeling of intimacy and
privacy to all guests. Here, the relaxation areas, the panoramic sauna
and the outdoor swimming pool
invite you to experience moments of
deep regeneration.

Oh baby baby, it‘s a wild world - but here you will enjoy wild and romantic
winter sports without long queues or crowds at the lift facilities, as well
as perfectly groomed slopes. The inhabitants of the Val Sarentino will
lull me in with Kaiserschmarren and local delicacies of all sorts - this is
my very favorite winter sports location. www.sarntal.com

• Welcome drink with appetizer
• Gourmet Plus 3/4 meal plan
(buffet breakfast, light lunch with
show cooking, afternoon buffet and
delicious 5-7 course dinner)
• Panoramic wellness area
• Weekly activity programme
• Regenerating moments dedicated to
your well-being in the Individual Spa

FROM € 110,PER NIGHT PER PERSON
San Martino 76 | 39058 Val Sarentino

IDM Südtirol-Alto Adige/Alex Filz
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1 ski pass - 15 different ski areas, from Merano 2000 to Schöneben,
from Schwemmalm to Vigiljoch. Together, this winter sports paradise is
called the Ortler Ski Arena. This is the right place for those who prefer to
avoid all sorts of crowds. Every single ski area has its charms to offer.
www.ortlerskiarena.com

IDM Südtirol-Alto Adige/Benjamin Pfitscher
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ADLER Lodge Ritten

Alpine hideaway with
a heart and a view

Where nature teaches
relaxation

Here at the Belvedere Hotel, you
can simply sit back and relax, enjoy
time to yourself, explore the alpine
surroundings or indulge in the Italian
way of life. Live life to the full and
do whatever takes your fancy. The
Belvedere not only spoils you with
spectacular views of the majestic
backdrop of the Dolomites and
absolute silence but also with its
pioneering architecture which has
already received many awards.

A magical place of relaxation,
surrounded by treetops and wide
meadows on the sunny high plateau
of Renon, with an impressive view of
the Dolomites. The Lodge radiates
elegance and comfort, everything
is open, transparent and creates a
pleasantly calming atmosphere. It’s
nature and naturalness that set the
tone and leave their mark at the spa,
in the regional gourmet cuisine and
in the gentle activity program.

•
•
•
•

• Culinary: rich breakfast buffet, lunch
and gourmet dinner as well as drinks
throughout the days
• Activity program: guided snowshoeing,
curling and ski touring as well as yoga,
meditation and Pilates.
• /f=ôO^iJjmj=n\=jõR\z\Rmvf^^ZõiJZ=uation rooms, steam sauna and gym
• RittenCard

Welcome drink BelRose
Half board included
Including the Belessere SPA
Guided excursions

FROM € 130,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 252,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Pichl 15 | 39050 San Genesio

Stella 20 | 39054 Soprabolzano

ORTLER SKI ARENA
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Parkhotel Laurin
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Schloss Freudenstein

Enjoy the Parkhotel
Laurin Life!

A royal residence in South
Tyrol’s heart

Parkhotel Laurin is the historic Grandhotel in Bolzano. Opened in 1910, you
can still feel the classic atmosphere
of the past. The hotel is located in
the heart of Bolzano downtown. Numerous original artworks, handmade
wooden furniture and lots of cultural
JsJ\mjzZZmQJjfRiRm^OmQRjQ^njJúRscover delicious dishes at Restaurant
Laurin or enjoy a sparkling drink at
Laurin Bar&Bistro during your stay.

The luxury residence in a privileged
panoramic location above Appiano
captivates with its historical charm,
elegant ballrooms and the unique noble way of life. The winding corridors,
romantic ivy tendrils and the antique
frescoes tell inspiring stories of a
bygone era, in which the guests can
completely lose themselves while exploring. Maximum living comfort and
excellent enjoyment included.

• Breakfast

• Rich and traditional gourmet breakfast
• Freudenstein Golf Training Center
• Exclusive living in a former
aristocratic residence
• Breathtaking panorama of the
surrounding vineyards

FROM € 220,PER NIGHT PER ROOM
Via Laurino 4 | 39100 Bolzano

FROM € 130,PER NIGHT PER PERSON
Matschatscherweg 6
39057 Appiano sulla Strada del Vino

ORTLER SKI ARENA
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Ansitz Rungghof

Tradition dresses
up in luxury
If the evocative location amid the
vineyards gives the Rungghof that extra touch of charm, the combination
of the historic essence of the estate
and the modern one of the new lodge
- with splendid suites and private spa
- makes this destination irresistible.
In addition, at the 1524 Restaurant,
Chef Manuel will seduce your taste
buds with exquisite creations using
fragrant herbs from his own garden.
• Free shuttle service
from Bozen Airport
• 1524 à la carte restaurant
with a sweeping view over the
valley and the imposing peaks
• Bistro 1524 with traditional dishes,
interpreted in a modern way by Manuel
• Cooking classes with Manuel
(on request)
• Wellness area with Finnish
and bio sauna

s
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Our strength is our
weakness for the
extraordinary
Imagine castle walls bordered by
countless roses. In the middle, a
wrought-iron gate. Just one small step,
and you will feel like you have entered
another world. A loop path leads up
the hill right to the castle. Grapevines,
whose leaves sway gently in the wind
as if waving hello, line the trail... grapes as far as the eye can see.
• Exclusive cosmetic products
„Vin Pur“ from our grapes
• Panoramic terrace with breathtaking
views to Bolzano and the Dolomites
• Weekly tasting of our partially
award-winning wines
• \z\RmvĊ R^f^^ZtRmQEiJ=mQm=YR\P
views on Bolzano and the Dolomites

FROM € 100,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 130,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Via Ronco 26 | 39057 Cornaiano

Via Castel d’Appiano 5 | 39057 Missiano/Appiano

ORTLER SKI ARENA
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The Lodge

Time out with a view,
between vineyards and
apple orchards
Whether you want to relax or set
off on a round of Blue Monster golf.
Whether it‘s superfood or juicy T-bone steaks from the hotel restaurant,
meeting business friends at the
hotel bar or romantically enjoying the
seclusion, the modern hotel complex
offers almost everything. The Hotel
is located just a few minutes away
from the Bolzano airport, yet far from
the hustle and bustle and any background noise.
• 30% discount for the greenfee
18 holes at the Golf Club Appiano
or Golf Club Carezza
• 20% discount for the greenfee 9
holes at the Golf Club Appiano or
Golf Club Carezza
• Free use of of the 200 m²
wellness center
• Free use of of the 250 m²
zm\JjjFJ\mJi
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Arua Private Spa Villas

Your private retreat high
above Merano
The luxury villas are secluded in best
location above Merano, surrounded
by nature, forests and vineyards. Provided with an incredible panorama
view on mountain peaks and Mera\^úJiJfiRs=FvRjiJHJz\JHĈJ=FQ
of the stylish villas are equipped with
its private spa. Another highlight
RjmQJR\z\Rmvf^^ZtRmQ=\=Z[^jm
endless view.
• Gourmet breakfast served in
your private villa
• Personalized services and
advice for your holiday
• 2jJ^OR\z\Rmvf^^ZõiJZJu=mR^\
area and sunbeds
• Private sauna and minipool
• Wellnessbag
• Elegant living space with fully
equipped kitchen
• Full housekeeping

FROM € 99,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 298,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Via Riva di Sotto 74 | 39057 Appaino

San Pietro 17 | 39019 Tirolo

ORTLER SKI ARENA
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Giardino Marling
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Quellenhof Luxury Resort
Passeier

Your mediterranean
spa hotel in Merano

The luxury resort
in the Alps

mmQJR=iHR\^v^ntRZZz\HfJ=FJõ
joie de vivre, pleasure and inspiration.
The exclusive ambience, the attention
to detail and the precious materials
guarantee pure well-being. You can
enjoy culinary delicacies every day.
The wellness and beauty world, the
sky pool above the rooftops of Merano
and the sauna area on the third floor
with the dreamlike view, welcome
you in simple elegance and sensual
atmosphere.

The luxurious wellness resort in the
Passeier Valley, Merano, covers an
impressive spa area of 10,500 m².
In South Tyrol‘s largest wellness
retreat, not only families but also
adults seeking peace and quiet will
get their money‘s worth. In addition
to the classic gourmet half board,
guests are treated to culinary
delights in the two top restaurants
Quellenhof Gourmetstube 1897 and
the Sky Restaurant „Teppanyaki“.

• in the evening a 5- or 6-course
gourmet menu
• Rich breakfast
• =RZv=FmRsRmv=\Hzm\Jjjfi^Pi=[[J
with various training sessions and
guided hikes
• Large wellness area with panorama
pool on the roof terrace and sky sauna
tRmQ[=P\RzFJ\msRJt

• Gourmet half board
• Separate water, sauna and relaxation
areas for adults only with event sauna,
12 year-round heated pools, 23 saunas, sauna infusions, etc.
• Family Spa with Acqua Family Parc
• Wide range of sports activities
• Supervised Kids Club

FROM € 155,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 190,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Vicolo S. Felice 18 | 39020 Marlengo

Via Passiria 47 | 39010 S. Martino in Val Passiria

ORTLER SKI ARENA
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vigilius mountain resort

simply: be
No cars, no noise, no stress. Simply
silence and nature. Arrive after a
short trip by cable car. There is no
road up to the vigilius. An island in
the mountains at 1,500 m above sea
level, a modernist chalet, a mountain hotel in South Tyrol with 5-star
HJjRP\mQ=mj=mRjzJjZ^\PR\Pjú8QJiJ
everything unimportant is left down in
the valley. Life can be so simple.
• Breakfast with a glorious view of
the South Tyrolean mountains
• Daily house aperitif
• The use of the endless pool, in and outdoor whirlpool and sauna
• The move & explore sports program
• Car park as well as the cable car
tickets

ORTLER SKI ARENA
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Villa Eden - The Leading
Park Retreat

We place you at the
centre of everything
For nearly forty years, Villa Eden’s
mission has been to guide guests
on a path of rebirth towards vibrant
health and harmonious inner
well-being. We do it with targeted
programmes, the professional competence of a medical team, the latest
techniques and excellent cuisine.
The elegant surroundings of our
5-star luxury hotel and the splendid
Z=\HjF=fJj^O Ji=\^=iJ=[=P\Rzcent backdrop.
• Bolzano Airport transfer
• Retreat Dining: breakfast, lunch,
afternoon snack and artistic
cuisine in the evening
• Longevity Medical & Beauty Centre
• Aesthetic medicine
• :^P==\Hzm\JjjFZ=jjJj
• Guided excursions to discover Merano

FROM € 140,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 300,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Monte San Vigilio | 39011 Lana

Via Winkel 68-70 | 39012 Merano

ORTLER SKI ARENA
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Parkhotel Holzner
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Mountain hideaway
for all generations

Everything. Exceptional.
Pure Pleasure.

The Holzner unfolds a very special
charm during the winter months: the
quiet idyll in front of the snow-covered panorama of the glittering
mountains gives you a glimpse of
the spirit of a bygone era. And while
cosy warmth and relaxing silence
await you at the Holzner, you can go
sledding, winter hiking and ice skating
outside. In addition, right next door
the Renon cable car takes you to the
center of Bolzano in just 15 minutes.

The Hirzer 2781 at Avelengo is a
special place for special people. It
has both amazing views and exceptional values. With its flair for design,
the award-winning cuisine of “Le
Cheval” gourmet restaurant, the luxnivjf==iJ==\HR\z\Rmvf^^ZQJ=mJH
throughout the year, the hotel offers
a unique atmosphere of well-being
and modern comfort.

• Gourmet half board incl. breakfast
and gourmet dinner
• Use of Liberty Spa and Family Spa
• Participation in the activity
program with yoga and pilates
• RittenCard for free use of public transport and admission to 80 museums

• Gourmet 3/4 board, an ode
m^z\JHR\R\P=\Hz\JtR\J
• Dinner at Le Cheval by reservation
• \z\Rmvf^^ZQJ=mJH=ZZvJ=ii^n\Hõ
saunas, beauty & spa
• Free ski store and ski bus
• 5 minutes from the Merano 2000
ski area

FROM € 130,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 165,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Via del Paese 18 | 39054 Soprabolzano

Via Falzeben 66 | 39010 Avelengo
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Prunner Luxury Suites

Breathe, see, taste luxury
The exclusive six Prunner Luxury
Suites are located in Scena and
inspire by breathtaking panoramic
views. A 360° panoramic saltwater
R\z\Rmvf^^ZõZnunivHJjRP\JijnRmJjõ
exquisite gourmet breakfast and the
warmth and hospitality of the hosts
provide the perfect place to simply
relax and unwind.
• ARTISAN breakfast buffet
with vegan treats
• Welcome drink upon arrival
• Free access to the RoofTop Sky-Spa
& relax room with panoramic sauna
• Private infrared cabin in
each bathroom
• 11 minutes Zero Body Floating
Experience per person
• Small afternoon buffet at
the relax zone

ORTLER SKI ARENA
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Hotel Terme Merano
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The wellness oasis in
the heart of Merano
The Hotel Terme Merano, the only
thermal hotel in South Tyrol, is
located in the heart of Merano. It
is an ideal starting point for a city,
nature and wellness vacation. 3 Spa
areas guarantee a heavenly wellness
sensation. Passing the Garden Spa,
the Thermal Baths of Merano can
be reached via our bathrobe tunnel.
The rooftop wellness paradise “Sky
Spa” above the rooftops of Merano
is a unique place for a breathtaking
wellness experience.
• Large breakfast buffet and sumptuous
4-course menu in the evening
• 3 Spa areas covering more than
ÈÉõÇÇÇ[èR\FZúR\z\Rmvf^^Zõ
whirlpools, saunas and access
to the thermal baths
• Varied activity program
• Everything a house of our category
should offer and much more...

FROM € 133,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 163,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Via Scena 22 | 39017 Scena

Piazza Terme 1 | 39012 Merano

ORTLER SKI ARENA
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Hotel Tirolensis
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Dream days in a dream
location

Winter treat at the
Private Spa Chalet

Our family-owned hotel, characterised by warm hospitality, is a place
where you feel at home from the
sJivzijm[^[J\mú1Q=mRjtQvtJ
have put a lot of love into the design
of our house and provide a stylish
ambience with alpine chic. The Hotel
Tirolensis is a place to meet and get
together, where you can celebrate
the wonderful things of life.

8 spacious chalets, each with its
own garden, private sauna and
whirlpool, offer you sustainable
relaxation. Harmonious, like the
2020 opened ensemble, is also the
gastronomic concept which is based
on natural aromas. Enjoy the culinary
delectations – a regional breakfast
box, a snack menu, the private dinner
and the monthly seafood evening at
the Ristorantino are waiting for you.

• Half board with a breakfast buffet,
an afternoon buffet and a
4-course choice menu
• Free use of the wellness area
• Wellness basket with bath towels,
sandals and bathrobe
• Massages and beauty
treatments (extra charge)
• Free Wi-Fi

• Welcome drink
• Breakfast box with quality
regional specialties
• Selection of coffee and teas
• Daily cleaning
• Sauna and whirlpool in the
private garden of the chalet
• Small wellness area with
indoor pool, whirlpool, sauna,
Turkish bath and infrared cabin

FROM € 120,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 220,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Prissiano 75 A | 39010 Tesimo

Via Schanzen 31 | 39021 Coldrano
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Garberhof

Lean luxury
The Garberhof is located amid
verdant nature, in Mals in upper Val
Venosta and offers lean luxury in
its purest form. Timeless rooms,
simply and stylishly furnished, and a
spacious wellness oasis with Italy’s
largest hotel hamam offer the ideal
retreat where you can regain new
energy.
• Rich breakfast buffet
• 5- to 6-course menu in the evening
• Assortment of tea and fresh fruit in the
Mii:amo spa all day
• Free mineral water in reach room
• Free use of the pools, as well as the
wellness area
• Mountain tours and varied bike
program

s
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Alpin & Relax Hotel Das Gerstl

s

Gather you with strength,
feel tranquillity and absolute liberty
In our wellness and active hotel you
will discover what it means to be
careless happy. At this place, where
familiar hospitality, tradition and
jmi^\PQ^ZRH=vJ[^mR^\j=iJn\RzJHú
As active hotel sports lovers we
advise you in snowshoeing, skiing or
sledging in winter as well as hiking
tours, mountain biking in summer.
Immerse in endless relaxation and
experience an unforgettable holiday
time.
• Rich breakfast buffet with local
products
• In the afternoon homemade cakes
• Gerstl‘s luxury board
• Weekly wine tasting
• Gerstl‘s sauna and water world
• Spa-bag with bathrobe and bath
slippers

FROM € 170,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 179,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Strada Statale 25 | 39024 Malles

Via Slingia 4 | 39024 Malless
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Explore
culture
\1iJ\mR\^Ċ/^nmQ1vi^Zv^nF=\z\HFnZmniJR\mQJj^RZ^OJ=FQjmJfv^n
take. Culture is integrated into everyday life and opens up to you, quite
naturally. Every city has its old town. The country has remained true to
itself, that is what makes culture tangible. In South Tyrol, formerly part of
njmiR=õmQJ[=X^iRmv^OmQJfJ^fZJjfJ=YJi[=\Ć^iEJmmJiõ=Ji[=\HR=ZJFmć=jmQJRi[^mQJim^\PnJõtQRZJm=ZR=\RjmQJ[=R\Z=\Pn=PJR\1iJ\mR\^ú
Similarities connect.

IDM Südtirol-Alto Adige | LUCA GUADAGNINI / LINEEMATICHE
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Val di Fassa
Dolomites

Overwhelmed? First I check out the virtual 360 degrees ski tour: and with
one click I am moved to an altitude of 2000 m. I am in awe, there is no
stopping me now. The ski area offers so many opportunities for winter
fun that I almost feel dizzy before I‘ve even stopped by.
www.fassaski.com

Federico Modica

VA L D I FA S S A D O L O M I T E S
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AĦŎáĘΟłĦ×áΟă¾ğ×¾ΟΟ

Enjoy the moment
At the feet of the snowy Dolomites,
during winter, or surrounded by
deep green meadows and scented
woodlands, an alpine charme mountain holiday is waiting for you, with
iJz\JHHJm=RZjõJuFJZZJ\mP=jmi^\^[v
and regenerating wellness rituals
mQ=m[RunftRmQ^nizsJPJ\Ji=mR^\j
hospitality. Choose our 4-star hotel
in Val di Fassa in order to live new,
interesting events of your life.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spa
Heated pool
Parking
Wi-Fi
Gym
4-course menu

FROM € 133,PER NIGHT PER PERSON
Strèda Roma 3 | 38032 Canazei
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La Perla –
¦áĘĘğáņņΟϒΟá¾œŎŮΟAĦŎáĘΟ

Relax and wellness in the
heart of the Dolomites
The Wellness & Beauty Hotel La Perla
is located in a panoramic and central
position in Canazei, in Val di Fassa
in the Trentino Dolomites, a winter
paradise for ski lovers thanks to the
fi^uR[Rmvm^mQJjYRZROmjĆF=úÈÌÇ[ć
of the famous ski area Belvedere with
the Rodella-Pordoi, connected to the
famous Sellaronda-Dolomiti Superski
circuit. The hotel has a restaurant, a
bar, a spa with indoor pool, a beauty
farm and an outdoor sun terrace for
the summer, an indoor garage and a
small outdoor parking.
• Welcome drink
• Delicious breakfast buffet from 7.30 to
10.00, rich afternoon snack from 15.30
to 17.30, elegant 4-course dinner, with
a choice of 4 menus
• Free access to the wellness centre
with large indoor pool, numerous
saunas and gym
• Tea corner in the wellness center
• Covered garage for all rooms
• Free Wi-Fi
• Ski and boot storage

FROM € 175,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Strèda de Parèda 22 | 38032 Canazei
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Olympic SPA Hotel

Beyond ordinary
Enjoy quietness in this adults only
hotel, on the Italian mountains.
Discover the holiday in the Dolomites
like you have never experienced
it before, with skis on perfectly
groomed slopes, snowshoes, a
breakfast in grandpa‘s mountain hut
and all the services tailored to you
by the Pellegrin family, which since
1963 has opened the doors of their
house to offer you an unforgettable
Ladin holiday.
• High standard SPA: sauna
rituals, massages, in-outdoor pool,
and snow garden
• Ski safari & snow trekking with
hotel’s guide, ski room, snowshoes,
and sledges available
• Every guest can contribute
to the Olympic‘s sustainability
project with their stay

s
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áğáΟ ĦĘĦĞăŎáņΟĦœŎăŁœáΟAĦŎáĘΟΟ

Enjoy magic experiences
in the Dolomites
It’s located in the centre of Val di
Fassa and for winter sports fans in
the immediate vicinity of the cable
cars and ski lifts. The ambience is
exclusive and authentic with rooms
and romantic suites with panoramic views. The atmosphere is
familiar, professional and including
gourmet half board. The wellness
centre includes saunas, relaxation
areas, swimming pool and professional beauty treatments and
massages.
• uFZnjRsJ=\HiJz\JH=[ERJ\FJ
• Gourmet half board with breakfast
buffet and dinner
• Access to the wellness centre
• Shuttle service to the ski lifts
• Weekly outdoor activities programme

FROM € 145,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 98,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Strada Dolomites 4 | 38036 Sen Jan di Fassa

De la Veisc Str. 69 | 38036 S. Giovanni di Fassa
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Park Hotel Diamant
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Park Hotel Rubino Deluxe

Hotel Diamant - family
friendly hotel

Deluxe & gourmet:
great for skiers

m^OOJijF^[O^im=EZJ=\HiJz\JH
environments in an elegant atmosphere with traditional furniture and
a private park with outdoor sauna
and solarium. It is located 200 m and
the Col Rodella ski lift and from the
promenades, an excellent location
for families with mini club in the
night and new interactive game for
children.

Hotel distinguished by comfortable
=\HiJz\JHJ\sRi^\[J\mjõR\=\JZJgant atmosphere with cherry wood
paneling. Located in Campitello di
Fassa in a quiet position, it is 150 m
from the promenades and the Col
Rodella lift / Sella Ronda Dolomiti
Superski, a few steps from the
center. It is completed by a relaxing
wellness center with swimming pool,
sauna, whirlpool and Turkish bath.

• The typical, national and international
cuisine is particularly accurate and offers menus with a wide choice, themed
dinners, weekly gala, wine selections.
Buffet breakfast and a wide choice of
desserts. Basic equipment for glutenfree dietary. Various entertainments
shows.

• The typical, national and international
cuisine is particularly accurate and
offers menus with a wide choice
• Themed dinners
• Weekly gala
• Wine selections
• Buffet breakfast and a wide choice of
desserts
• Basic equipment for gluten-free dietary

FROM € 124,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 130,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Strèda sot Ciapiaa 5 | 38031 Campitello di Fassa

Strèda sot Ciapiaa 3 | 38031 Campitello di Fassa
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Schloss Hotel Dolomiti

Schloss Hotel Dolomiti,
historic hotel in Canazei
Located in the center of Canazei, it is
an imposing and historic Habsburgstyle building, between walls rich in
poetry and charm, boiseries, vaulted
FJRZR\Pj=\Hz\JOni\RjQR\Pjv^n
can enjoy one of the oldest hotels in
Val di Fassa, located in front of the
park. of Canazei and 200 m from the
=\=yJRĊ JZsJHJiJF=EZJF=iĆR\F^\nection with the tour of the 4 passes
^Z^[RmR/nfJijYRćú
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Hotel Astoria

Skiparadise
Hotel Astoria represents one of the
most renowned tourist destinations
in the Dolomites sited as it is in a
charming spot at the foot of the
most beautiful peaks, just steps
from Canazei center in Val di Fassa.
Our hotel is the ideal headquarters
for your vacation, an opportunity to
explore Val di Fassa in winter. Nobody resists such wonderful experiences as Sella Ronda circuit, Pordoi,
Fedaia, or Marmolada peaks.

• Typical, national and
international cuisine
• Menus with a wide choice
• Themed dinners
• Weekly gala
• Wine selections
• Buffet breakfast and a wide
choice of desserts
• Basic equipment for gluten-free dietary

• Wellness center with saunas
• Indoor heated swimming
pool with whirlpool
• Shuttle service (up to the
ski lift and back)
• Ski room (ski and snowboard
storage with boot warmers)
• Private parking
• Wi-Fi
• Spa Bag (slippers, bathrobe and towel)

FROM € 128,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

FROM € 124,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Strada Dolomites 80 | 38032 Canazei

Via Roma 98 | 38032 Canazei
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Madonna
di Campigilio
Almost timeless: you can ski here at sunrise, at sunset and even under a starry night sky. There are also some adventurous VIP slopes, for
example the B. the World Cup slope “Canalone Miramonti” or the “Schumacher-Streif”. If you want to have dinner on a mountain hut, you can be
chauffeured there with the snowcat. Brilliant. www.ski.it

Tommaso Prugnola

MADONNA DI CAMPIGILIO
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Alpen Suite Hotel

MADONNA DI CAMPIGILIO
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Chalet del Sogno

Details that give you
zsJjm=ijJ[^mR^\j

It is the possibility of
realizing a dream

28 suites with natural wood furniture
and rich fabrics. The crackling
ziJfZ=FJR\mQJF^yvZRsR\Pi^^[ú1QJ
pleasure of a good cigar relaxed in
the cigar lounge. The elegant bar
where music and chit-chat mingle
right till dawn. The excellences from
the mountain proposed by the Convivio kitchen. The Alpen Beauty spa
for massages and alpine treatments.
The Alpen Wellness with swimming
pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, Turkish bath.
The ski room, the garage, the sky
shuttle service. At 400 m from the
center of Madonna di Campiglio.
Exclusive comforts that make you
feel good.

Nature and technology blend
harmoniously in this elegant chalet
feature, ski in ski out and a short
walk from the centre of Madonna di
Campiglio, in the heart of the Brenta
Dolomites. Built in 2006 according
to the principle of bio-architecture,
and geo-thermally heated. Simple,
timeless materials like local wood
and stone give the building a distinctive, welcoming character typical of
mountain homes.

PRICE ON REQUEST

FROM € 210,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Viale Dolomiti di Brenta 84
38086 Madonna di Campiglio

• Bed and breakfast or half board,
snack, à la carte
• Indoor ski equipment rent and personal heat- and ski room system
• /f=õzm\JjjPv[=\H=\R\H^^i
heated pool
• Outdoor parking and a private
heated garage

Via Spinale 37b | 38086 Madonna di Campiglio

MADONNA DI CAMPIGILIO
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Chalet Laura

s

MADONNA DI CAMPIGILIO
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Majestic Madonna di Campiglio

s

Like at home

Relaxation with a view

Chalet Laura is a small and exclusive
resort in the heart of Madonna di
Campiglio. It is situated in the privileged location Belvedere, from where
you have a direct access to the
skiing area in winter with numerous
slopes and lifts and which is also the
ideal starting point to discover the
beautiful hiking paths in summer,
leading you to the fabulous mountain
world of the Brenta Dolomites.

The rustic and yet modernly furnished Hotel Majestic has been owned
by the Maturi family for three generations. It is located in the historic
center of Madonna di Campiglio. The
lift facilities right next to the hotel
will bring active vacationers straight
into the mountain tops of the Brenta
Dolomites. The only ‘Panorama Sky
Wellness’ spa in the area allows
body and mind to really relax.

• Like at home. It is our particular
concern to respond to all your
wishes and needs. in cooperation
with the Sport Elite School

• Direct access to the 5 Laghi slope
• “Panorama Sky Wellness” spa with
view of the Brenta Dolomites
• Half board: 4-course à la carte
dinner, salad & vegetable buffet
• Reduced price ski pass available at the
Q^mJZĆ#\ZvHniR\PjfJFRzJHfJiR^Hjć
• Experienced ski instructors in the hotel

PRICE ON REQUEST

FROM € 115,PER NIGHT PER PERSON

Via Pradalago 21 | 38084 Madonna di Campiglio

Piazza Righi 33 | 38086 Madonna di Campiglio

MADONNA DI CAMPIGILIO
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AĦŎáĘΟáłŎáĘĘăΟ

Sustainability & relax
in the Dolomites
Hotel Bertelli has always been the
ideal starting point for unforgettable
days in the Dolomites. The Alpine
style rooms and suites dedicated to
comfort make it an ideal location for
a top holiday. Immersed in this idyllic
setting on the slopes, moments of
pure relaxation in our wellness area
await you, as well as moments of
sublime flavours in the Michelin star
restaurant: Il Gallo Cedrone.
•
•
•
•
•

SkyAlps
VIP-TransferService

•
•
•
•
•
•

Michelin-starred restaurant, piano bar
SPA and beauty centre
Parking area and garage
Garden
Meeting room, TV room,
Satellite TV + SKY
Pet friendly
Ski storage room with boot warmers
iJJzEiJ^fmRF8RĊR
Games room
Safe
Ski school, hire, maintenance

FROM € 115,PER NIGHT PER PERSON
Via Cima Tosa 80 | 38086 Madonna di Campiglio

www.elikos.com
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Tevini Dolomites Charming Hotel

s

Val di Sole
JiJv^ntRZZz\HmQJQRPQJjm[^n\m=R\jR\mQJFJ\mi=Z
and eastern Alps - you can be sure there is never a
lack of snowfall. The valley is also named “sun valley”
for a reason. Well-groomed and well-organized, people value environmentally friendly ski operations and
ensure that everyone, from freeriders to beginners,
has their spot. www.visitvaldisole.it

Breathe in natural
well-being
Welcome to the Tevini – Dolomites
Charming Hotel, our hotel in Val di
Sole! Hospitality runs in the Tevini
O=[RZvÿtJ=iJH^R\PtQ=mtJZ^sJ
most. Today we are proud to welcome you in a modern, elegant, yet
casual ambience, where you will feel
at home at once. The trademarks of
our hotel in Val di Sole are tradition
with a modern touch, passion for
hospitality, gourmet cuisine, and
exceptional wellness.
• Rich breakfast from the buffet
• Afternoon snack from 3 to 5 pm with
small puff pastries, fruit, home-made
sweets and soups
• À la carte dinner menu
• 1.000 m2 wellness area with in- and
outdoor pool, sauna and steam bath
• Snowdrop cave with ice rocks
and cold fog
• Private shuttle for Daolasa cableway to
Skiarea Campiglio Folgarida

FROM € 100,PER NIGHT PER PERSON
Via della Fantoma 8 | 38020 Daolosa

Alice Russolo
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ĘĿáğłáņĦłŎΟáĘŧáÝáłáΟΟ

Paganella
Dolomites
This ski area is dynamic, adventurous, modern and suitable for families. The range of sports and entertainment offered here is quite extensive. The eagle‘s throne is a marvellous viewing terrace at a dizzying height,
which reveals a brilliant view of the Trentino and the
surrounding area. www.paganella.net
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Lake and mountain
[=PRFzZZJHQ^ZRH=vj
Nestled in between the majestic
Brenta Dolomites and the crystal
clear Molveno Lake, the Alpenresort
Belvedere, with deluxe half board,
fi^[RjJj=EiJ=YzZZJHtRmQ[^ments of relaxation and enjoyment.
Mediterranean and Alpine delicacies
are creatively arranged on your plate
in the La Perla del Lago restaurant,
and the private sky shuttle takes
you straight into the ski area of the
Paganella plateau.
• Afternoon snacks: cakes and
home-made specialties
• Bellavita-Spa with indoor
pool and sauna world
• Spa bag with cozy bathrobe,
slippers, sauna and pool towel
•
^HJi\zm\Jjji^^[
• Free Wi-Fi
• Parking garage

FROM € 109,PER NIGHT PER PERSON
Via Nazionale 9 | 38018 Molveno

Luca Catalano Gonzaga

PA G A N E L L A D O LO M I T E S
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Information about your flight
CHECK-IN
To avoid any delay, passengers are
kindly requested to reach the airport
at least two hour for the scheduled
flight time.

Unique Moments @Solea
In the heart of the Dolomites, an
exclusive oasis of retreat for unbridled
enjoyment awaits you. The Luxury All
Inclusive concept reflects our philosophy: individual, charming and that
“something extra” from early in the
morning through to the evening. Exclusive luxury, modern architecture with an
alpine flair and the highest level of comfort allow every guest to experience
a very special interlude. Regenerating
wellness moments and top culinary
presentations ensure an incomparable
“Solea Experience”.
• The Solea Luxury All Inclusive concept
will indulge you with breakfast, light
lunch, afternoon buffet, aperitif and
gourmet menu in the evening including
wine pairing, sophisticated cocktails
and open bar.
• You can relax in the 1,500 m² wellness
area with indoor and outdoor pool and
a variety of saunas

FROM € 155,PER NIGHT PER PERSON
Via Cesare Battisti 11 | 38010 Fai della Paganella

LUGGAGE ALLOWANCE
Passengers can transport two 15 kg
on hold luggage pieces per person
and one 10 kg free luggage piece
for babies. Babies are not allowed
to have their own seat. For children
under 2 years of age passengers
are allowed to bring food for the
duration of the flight and transport
children in 1 foldable baby stroller
to the door of the airplane or to the
[^ERZJjm=RiF=jJĆmi=\jf^imR\F=iP^
F^[f=im[J\mćú
SPORT EQUIPMENT
Passengers are allowed to transport
the following items by paying an
additional sport equipment fee:
Golf bags in a protective bag, ski and
snowboard equipment, surf equipment, bicycles in a transport box and
with removed wheels and pedals.
Please make sure that your sport
equipment is packed correctly. If
the packaging does not meet the
required standards SkyAlps will not
transport it. If a piece of luggage
is lost or delayed, please report it
immediately after your arrival at
the destination airport. The airport
team will gladly help you through the
report process. SkyAlps does not
assume any responsibility for any
lost or delayed luggage if no report is
zZZJH^nm=mmQJ=iiRs=Z=Rif^imú=FQ
luggage piece must be labelled with
names, initials and address to ensure that it can be sent back as soon
as possible to the owner in case of
lost. If your luggage gets damaged
or stolen during the flight, please
report it immediately to our airport

team. If it is not possible to report
the damage at the arrival, passengers are required to report it within 7
days from the arrival. SkyAlps does
not assume liability for any damage
to luggage deriving from inadequate
packing. Damages to hand luggage
ĆFZ^mQJjR\FZnHJHć[njmEJiJf^imJH
directly on board or not later than
leaving the direct transit area.
TRAVEL DOCUMENTS
It is necessary to own a valid
RHJ\mRzF=mR^\H^Fn[J\mĆ=Zj^O^i
E=ERJj=\HFQRZHiJ\ćm^OZvtRmQR\mQJ
European Union. To enter and exit
the United Kingdom you are required
to have a valid passport. Please
always check the expiry date of your
RHJ\mRzF=mR^\H^Fn[J\mjú+ZJ=jJ
inform yourself in advance about
travel rules and regulations of your
HJjmR\=mR^\ú:^nF=\z\H=ZZFniiJ\m
regulations at www.viaggiaresicuri.it
or www.italia.it
LIQUIDS ON BOARD
Passengers are allowed to carry
only 10 x 100 ml containers of liquid,
creamy or gel substance in their
hand luggage.
SAFETY IS THE PRIORITY
Flight delays cannot be prevented.
There are various reasons for a delay:
any unexpected maintenance work or
weather condition can influence the
time of the flight. At SkyAlps safety
comes before punctuality!
GENERAL INFORMATION
ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE
Rooms are ready for occupancy from
5 pm on your arrival and must be
vacated by 10 am on the departure
day, regardless of flight times. If you
arrive in the morning or your return
flight departs in the afternoon, you
can depose your luggage at the
reception.

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE
If you have special room preferences, we will forward them to the
hotel. However, we will not be able
m^fi^sRHJ=tiRmmJ\F^\zi[=mR^\ú
Customer requests are not a booking
condition and cannot always be
taken info account.
LOCAL TAXES
Depending on the accommodation
category, guests can be charged of
an amount between € 0.85 and
€ 1.60 per person per night. However, municipalities have the possibility to raise the local taxes to a
maximum of € 2.50 to support local
charity projects. The amount has to
be paid on spot.
TRAVELLING WITH ANIMALS
+Jmjnfm^=tJRPQm^OÏYPĆR\FZnHR\P
mQJj^Ommi=\jf^imE^uć=iJ=Zt=vj
welcome on SkyAlps flights. Please
z\H=ZZ\JFJjj=ivR\O^i[=mR^\=E^nm
terms and conditions on our website.
Small dogs are allowed in most hotels. Should surcharges be required,
these are to be paid at the hotel.
SERVICE ALLOWANCE
€ 35 for each reservation.
AVAILABILITY
For any information please contact
us from Monday to Friday from 9 am
until 12.30 pm and from 2 pm until
5 pm at the following telephone
number: +390471060950
During the weekends please
reach our emergency number:
+393485668065
AIRPORT TRANSFER
SkyAlps will be happy to arrange
your transfer from the airport to your
hotel. Contact us for a booking at
booking@skyalps.com

GENERAL CONDITIONS TOURIST PACKAGE CONTRACT
CONTENT OF THE CONTRACT OF SALE OF THE TOURIST PACKAGE
Sky Alps Tour Operator® s.r.l. carries out the activity of organization and sale
of tourist packages and the activity of intermediation of single tourist services.
The packages and services illustrated in its catalog will be offered for sale
under the conditions described in the same except as indicated in these terms
and conditions and at the time of booking confirmation. As well as the general
conditions that follow, the description of the tourist package contained in the
catalog, or in the separate travel program, as well as the booking confirmation
of the services requested by the Traveller together with the documents referred
to in Article 36 paragraph 8 of the Tourism Code, form an integral part of
the travel contract. When the contract is mediated by a travel agency, the
confirmation of the reservation is sent by the Organizer to the Travel Agency,
as the agent of the Traveller, and the latter will have the right to receive it from
the same. In signing the proposal for the sale of a tourist package, the Traveller
expressly declares that he/she has understood and accepted, for him/herself
and for those for whom he/she is requesting the all-inclusive service, both the
travel contract as regulated therein, as well as the warnings contained therein,
and these general conditions.

name of the Traveller, payment details and e-mail address are transmitted
by the service provider with whom the first contract was concluded to one
or more service providers and the contract with the latter service provider(s)
is concluded no later than 24 hours after the confirmation of the booking of
the first tourist service.

5. CONTENT OF THE CONTRACT - PURCHASE PROPOSAL
AND DOCUMENTS TO BE SIGNED BY THE TRAVELLER
1) The Traveller signs a proposal for the purchase of the tourist package also
through the intermediary. The travel contract is concluded with the confirmation sent by the Organizer to the Traveller, including through the intermediary.
At the time of concluding the contract of sale of the tour package or, in any
case, as soon as possible, the Organizer or the Seller/intermediary will provide
the Traveller with a copy or confirmation of the contract on a durable medium.
2) The Traveller is entitled to a hard copy if the contract of sale has been
concluded in the simultaneous physical presence of the parties. 3) With regard
to contracts negotiated away from business premises, as defined in article 45,
paragraph 1, letter h), of Legislative Decree 6 September 2005, no. 206
(Consumer Code) a copy or confirmation of the contract of sale of the tourist
package is provided to the Traveller on paper or on another durable medium.
The same applies to contracts concluded at a distance (e-commerce). 4) The
contract constitutes title to access the guarantee fund referred to in Article 20
1. REGULATORY SOURCES
The sale of tourist packages and related tourist services, which have as their below, for tourist packages.
object services to be provided in both national and international territory, is
governed by the Tourism Code (hereinafter CdT), specifically from Articles 6. TRAVELLER INFORMATION
32 to 51-novies, for as amended by Legislative Decree No. 62 of 21 May 1) Prior to the commencement of the trip, the organizer and the intermediary
2018, transposing and implementing EU Directive 2015/2302, as well as shall provide the Traveller with the following information regarding the tourist
by the provisions of the Civil Code on transport and mandate, as applicable. package:
Contracts having as their object exclusively the offer of a single tourist service a) schedules, intermediate stop locations and connections. In the event that
of transport, stay, or any other separate single tourist service, not being able to the exact time is not yet established, the Organizer and, where appropriate,
be configured as a negotiated case of travel organization or tourist package, do the Seller, will inform the Traveller of the approximate time of departure and
not enjoy the protections provided, by the aforementioned European Directive return; b) information on the identity of the operating air carrier, if not known
2015/2302, in favor of travellers. The Seller and/or the intermediary, who at the time of booking, in accordance with the provisions of Art.11 EC Reg.
undertake to procure a single tourist service to third parties, even electronically, 2111/05 (Art. 11, paragraph 2 EC Reg. 2111/05: „If the identity of the
are required to issue the Traveller with the relevant documents, which show operating air carrier(s) is not yet known at the time of reservation, the air
the amount paid for the service and cannot in any way be considered as carriage contractor shall ensure that the passenger is informed of the name of
travel organizers. For all contracts in which a transport service is foreseen, the air carrier(s) that will operate as operating air carrier(s) for the flight(s)
the conditions of transport established by the individual supplier (e.g. airline, concerned. In such a case, the air carriage contractor shall ensure that the
maritime, railway, car rental, bus) are applicable and can be viewed on the passenger is informed of the identity of the actual air carrier or carriers as soon
website and/or at other official channels of the actual supplier and/or the as their identity has been established and their possible ban on operation in the
European Union“); c) location, main characteristics and the tourist category of
party required to provide the service.
the accommodation in accordance with the regulations of the country of destination; d) meals provided included or not included e) visits, excursions or other
2. ADMINISTRATIVE REGIME
The Organizer and the Agency selling the tourist package, to which the Travel- services included in the agreed total price of the package; f) tourist services
ler applies, must be qualified to carry out their respective activities according provided to the Traveller as a member of a group and, if so, the approximate
to current legislation, including regional or provincial legislation. The Organizer size of the group; g) the language in which the services are provided; h)
and the Seller will inform third parties, prior to the conclusion of the contract, whether the trip or vacation is suitable for persons with reduced mobility and,
of the details of the insurance policy for coverage of risks arising from profes- at the request of the Traveller, precise information on the suitability of the
sional civil liability, as well as the details of the guarantee against the risks trip or vacation that takes into account the Traveller‘s needs. Special requests
of insolvency or bankruptcy of the Organizer and the Seller, each within its regarding the modalities of provision and/or execution of certain services that
competence, for the purpose of the restitution of sums paid or the return of the are part of the tourist package, including the need for assistance at the airport
Traveller to the place of departure.
for persons with reduced mobility, the request for special meals on board or at
the place of stay, must be made at the time of the reservation request and be
3. DEFINITIONS (ART. 33 CdT)
the subject of a specific agreement between the Traveller and the Organizer,
For the purposes of this contract the following shall mean: a) Traveller means if necessary also through the agent travel agency or intermediary; i) the total
any person intending to enter into or contracting with, or authorized to travel price of the package including taxes and all fees, taxes and other additional
under, an organized tourism contract; b) Professional: any natural or legal costs, including any administrative and handling costs, or, where these are not
person, public or private, who, as part of his or her commercial, industrial, reasonably calculable prior to the conclusion of the contract, an indication of
artisan or professional activity, acts, in organized tourism contracts, including the type of additional costs that the Traveller may still incur j) the method of
through another person acting in his or her name or on his or her behalf, payment or financial guarantees that the Traveller is obliged to pay or provide;
as an organizer, Seller, professional facilitator of related tourist services or k) general information regarding the conditions of passports and/or visas,
tourist service provider, pursuant to current legislation; c) Organizer means including approximate times for obtaining visas, and the health formalities
the professional who combines packages and sells or offers them for sale of the country of destination, in relation to which the Traveller is obliged to
directly or through or in conjunction with another professional; d) Seller or subsequently verify any updates that may be found on the institutional webintermediary: the professional other than the Organizer who sells or offers for site of the Provider and the intermediary; l) information on the right of the
sale packages combined by an Organizer. e) Establishment: the establishment Traveller to withdraw from the tourist package contract at any time prior to the
defined by article 8, paragraph 1, letter e), of Legislative Decree no. 59 of start of the package upon payment of the appropriate withdrawal costs, or, if
26 March 2010; f) Durable medium: any instrument that allows the Traveller applicable, the withdrawal costs requested by the company in accordance with
or Professional to store information addressed personally to him/her in a Article 41, paragraph l of Legislative Decree 79/2011 and specified in Article
way that can be accessed in the future for a period of time adequate for the 41, paragraph 2 of Legislative Decree 79/2011.Legislative Decree 79/2011
purposes for which it is intended and that allows the identical reproduction of and specified in Article 10, paragraph 3 below; m) information on optional
the information stored; (g) Unavoidable and Extraordinary Circumstances: a or mandatory insurance that covers the costs of unilateral withdrawal from
situation beyond the control of the party invoking such a situation and the the contract by the Traveller or the costs of assistance, including repatriation,
consequences of which would not have been avoided even if all reasonable in case of accident, illness or death; n) the details of the coverage referred
to in Article 47, paragraphs l, 2 and 3 of Legislative Decree 79/2011 for
measures had been taken;
(h) Defect of conformity: a non-performance of the tourist services included tourist packages. 2) The Organizer or the intermediary / Seller prepares in the
in a package; (i) Minor: means a person under the age of 18; (l) Point of catalog or in the program out of catalog or publishes on its website a technical
sale: means any premises, mobile or immovable, used for retail sales or retail sheet. In it are contained the technical information relating to legal obligations
website or similar online sales tool, including where retail websites or online to which Sky Alps Tour Operator s.r.l. is subject, such as by way of example: i)
sales tools are presented to travellers as a single tool, including telephone details of the administrative authorization of Sky Alps Tour Operator s.r.l.; ii)
service; m) Return: the return of the Traveller to the place of departure or details of the guarantees for travellers ex art. 47 Tourism Code for tourist packto another place agreed upon by the contracting parties; n) Force majeure: ages; iii) details of the insurance policy of civil liability; iv) period of validity of
consists in an event of such a force, which is objectively impossible to resist. the catalog or program out of catalog; v) parameters and criteria for adjusting
This event, due to its intrinsic force determines the person to perform a positive the price of travel (art. 39 CdT) for tourist packages.
or negative act in a necessary and inevitable way. Like the fortuitous event,
it is a cause of exemption from liability; o) Single Tourist services, i.e. only 7. PAYMENTS
transportation service, stay in any tourist facility, rental or any other tourist 1. Unless otherwise indicated in the pre-contractual information or in the conservice as described in Article 33 paragraph 1 of Legislative Decree 62/2018; tract, upon signing the proposal for the purchase of the tourist package, the
p) Start of the package: the start of the performance of the tourist services total price of the tourist package or practice management (see art. 8) must be
included in the package; (q) Connected tourist service: means at least two paid. Payment must be made within the deadline established by the Organizer
different types of tourist services purchased for the purpose of the same trip or in its catalog or in the booking confirmation of the requested tourist package.
vacation, not constituting a package, and involving the conclusion of separate 2. Failure to pay the price by the established date, as well as failure to remit to
contracts with individual tourist service providers; r) Tourist package contract: the Organizer the sums paid by the Traveller to the Seller agency, and without
the contract relating to the whole package or, if the package is provided on the prejudice to any warranty claims against the latter pursuant to Art. 47 of the
basis of separate contracts, the whole of the contracts relating to the tourist Civil Code, constitutes an express termination clause pursuant to Art. 1456 of
the Civil Code, such as to determine the legal termination , to be executed
services included in the package.
with a simple written communication, by fax or email, to the Seller Agency, or
4. NOTION OF TOURIST PACKAGE (ART. 33, paragraph 1, n. 4, lett.c) CdT) to the Traveller‘s domicile, including electronic domicile, if communicated. The
A tourist package is defined as the „combination of at least two different types payment of the price is considered to have been made when the amounts are
of tourist services for the purposes of the same trip or vacation“, if at least received by the Organizer directly from the Traveller or through the intermedione of the following conditions occurs: 1) that such services are combined by ary travel agency chosen by the Traveller.
a single professional, including at the request of the Traveller or in accordance
with the Traveller‘s selection, before a single contract is concluded for all the 8. PRICE (ART. 39 CdT)
services; 2) these services, even if concluded under separate contracts with 1. The price of the tourist package is determined in the contract, with reference
individual tourist service providers, are: 2.1) purchased at a single point of to what is indicated in the catalog, or program out of print and any updates of
sale and selected before the Traveller consents to payment; 2.2) offered, the same catalogs or programs out of print subsequently occurred, or on the
sold or invoiced at a flat or global price; 2.3) advertised or sold under the website of the Organizer. 2. After the conclusion of the tourist package conname „package“ or similar designation; 2.4) Combined after the conclusion tract, prices may be increased by the amount indicated by the Organizer, with
of a contract by which the service provider allows the Traveller to choose from a maximum of 8% (eight percent) only if the contract expressly provides for
a selection of different types of tourist services, or purchased from separate this and specifies that the Traveller has the right to a corresponding reduction
service providers through a connected process of online booking where the in price, as well as the method for calculating the price revision. In this case,

the Traveller has the right to a reduction in price corresponding to the reduction
in costs referred to in paragraph 3, letters a), b) and c), which occurs after
the conclusion of the contract and prior to the beginning of the package. 3.
Price increases are only possible as a result of changes regarding: (a) the price
of passenger transportation as a function of the cost of fuel or other energy
sources; b) the level of taxes or fees on tourist services included in the contract
imposed by third parties not directly involved in the execution of the package,
including landing, disembarkation and embarkation taxes at ports and airports;
(c) the exchange rates relevant to the package. 4. If the price increase referred
to in this article exceeds 8% (eight percent) of the total price of the package,
Article 40, paragraphs 2, 3, 4 and 5 CdT shall apply. 5. An increase in price,
regardless of its amount, is only possible after clear and precise notification
on a durable medium by the Organizer to the Traveller, together with the
justification for such an increase and the method of calculation, at least twenty
days prior to the start of the package. 6. In the event of a reduction in price,
the Organizer has the right to deduct the actual administrative and handling
costs from the refund due to the Traveller, for which it is required to provide
proof at the Traveller‘s request.
9. CHANGE OR CANCELLATION OF THE TOURIST
PACKAGE BEFORE DEPARTURE (ART. 40 CdT)
1. Prior to the commencement of the package, the Organizer may not unilaterally change the terms of the contract other than the price in accordance with
Article 39, unless he has reserved this right in the contract and the change is
minor. The Organizer shall notify the Traveller of the change clearly and precisely on a durable medium. 2. If, prior to the commencement of the package,
the Organizer is forced to significantly modify one or more of the main characteristics of the tourist services referred to in Article 34, paragraph 1, letter
a), or cannot meet the specific requests referred to in Article 36, paragraph 5,
letter a), or proposes to increase the price of the package by more than 8%
(eight percent) pursuant to Article 39, paragraph 3, the Traveller, within and
no later than the following 15 days, may accept the proposed modification or
withdraw from the contract without paying the withdrawal costs. In the event
of withdrawal, the Organizer may offer the Traveller a replacement package
of equivalent or superior quality. 3. The Organizer shall inform the Traveller,
without undue delay, in a clear and precise manner on a durable medium: a) of
the proposed changes referred to in paragraph 2 and their impact on the price
of the package pursuant to paragraph 4; b) of the 15-day period within which
the Traveller is required to inform the Organizer of its decision pursuant to
paragraph 2; c) of the consequences of the Traveller‘s failure to respond within
the period referred to in letter b) and of any replacement package offered and
its price. 4. If the changes to the tourist package contract or the replacement
package referred to in paragraph 2 result in a package of a lower quality or
cost, the Traveller has the right to an appropriate price reduction. 5. In the
event of withdrawal from the tourist package contract pursuant to paragraph
2, if the Traveller does not accept a replacement package, the Organizer will
reimburse, without undue delay and in any case within fourteen days of the
withdrawal from the contract, all payments made by or on behalf of the Traveller and the provisions of article 43, paragraphs 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 CdT apply.
10. WITHDRAWAL OF THE TRAVELLER (ART. 41 CdT)
1. The Traveller may also withdraw from the tourist package contract without
paying penalties in the following cases (i) increase in the price of the package in excess of 8%; (ii) significant modification of one or more elements
of the contract objectively configurable as fundamental to the enjoyment
of the tourist package as a whole and proposed by the Organizer after the
conclusion of the contract itself but prior to departure and not accepted by
the Traveller; (iii) cannot meet the specific requests made by and already
accepted by the Organizer. In the above cases and with regard to package
tours, the Traveller may (i) accept the alternative proposal where formulated
by the Organizer; (ii) request the return of the sums already paid, including
through the provision of a voucher. This restitution must be made within the
legal deadline indicated in the previous article. 2. In the event of unavoidable
and extraordinary circumstances occurring at the place of destination or in its
immediate vicinity and which have a substantial effect on the execution of the
package or on the carriage of passengers to the destination, the Traveller has
the right to withdraw from the contract, prior to the commencement of the
package, without paying withdrawal fees, and to a full refund of payments
made for the package, but does not have the right to additional compensation.
3. The Traveller who withdraws from any type of tourist package contract
prior to departure for any reason, even unforeseen and unexpected, outside
of the assumptions listed in the first paragraph or those provided for in art. 9
paragraph 2 of these General Conditions, will always be charged in full for
the management of the practice and / or any optional insurance coverage
required at the time of booking and / or conclusion of the contract, as well as
will be applied the penalties provided for in paragraph 3.1. 3.1 In the event of
cancellation of the contract by the Traveller, the penalties foreseen under the
following conditions will be applied to the cost of the entire tourist package: no penalty, if the cancellation is made by the Traveller more than 30 calendar
days before the date of arrival (check-in) at the hotel; - Penalty of 40% (fourty
percent) of the cost of the tourist package, if the cancellation is made by the
Traveller in the period between 30 and 15 calendar days before the scheduled
arrival date (check-in) at the hotel;
- Penalty of 60% (sixty percent) of the cost of the tourist package, if the
cancellation is made by the Traveller in the period between 14 and 8 calendar
days before the expected arrival date (check-in) at the hotel; - Penalty of 70%
(seventy per cent) of the cost of the tourist package, if the cancellation is
made by the Traveller between 7 and 5 calendar days prior to the scheduled
arrival date (check-in) at the hotel; - no reimbursement of the cost of the
tourist package, if the cancellation is made by the Traveller with less than 5
calendar days notice with respect to the expected date of arrival (check-in) at
the hotel, or no-show on the expected day of arrival at the hotel or check in at
the place of departure for the transport service.
Calendar days are defined as all days of the week, including Saturdays, Sundays and holidays. In case of purchase of packages will be excluded from
the calculation of the penalty, airport taxes for the amount published in the
most common CRS systems. Special conditions of cancellation: Considering
the Covid-19 pandemic situation, the Traveller is granted the right to cancel
the reservation at no cost, with the exception of airport and/or tourist taxes, in the event that the Italian government issues measures that provide
for restrictive indications regarding travel in places where the hotel is located
or in the vicinity of the hotel. In addition, the Traveller is granted the right
to cancel the reservation at no cost, with the exception of airport and/or
tourist taxes, in the event that one or more „Unavoidable and Extraordinary
Circumstances“ (as defined in § 3 letter „g“ above) occur. 3.2 Exceptions to
the penalties in the event of cancellation of the contract by the Traveller: the
penalties applicable, in the event of cancellation by the Traveller may be more
restrictive than those indicated in paragraph 3.1, in the case of bookings made
on particular hotel facilities and/or bookings with reduced rates/lists (e.g.
promotional or discounted rates), with limited availability rates and/or linked
to high season periods or full occupancy of the facilities or for costs of services

already rendered, even partially, and not refundable. Penalty conditions more
restrictive than the standard ones will always be highlighted at the time of
the estimate (therefore before the conclusion of the contract) and any confirmation. No refund will be given to the Traveller in the following additional
cases: - interruption of the trip or stay not caused by the Organizer; - inability to
make the trip due to lack or irregularity of identity documents (with particular
attention to the documents required for minors) or any other requirements
necessary to make the trip such as visas, permits, compulsory vaccinations,
etc.; the control of the validity of documents is the personal obligation of
the traveller, not delegable. The fact that the Traveller is not responsible for
the impossibility of enjoying the vacation, does not legitimize the withdrawal
without penalty, provided by law in the tourist packages only for objective,
inevitable and extraordinary circumstances, found at the destination of the
vacation referred to in paragraph 2 above, as well as for the cases referred
to in paragraph 1 of this Article; for this reason it is always recommended to
insure oneself against the economic risk associated with the cancellation of
the contract, by stipulating special insurance policies that protect the Traveller, in the event that he must cancel the trip, from the economic risk arising
from the application of the above penalties. 4. In the case of pre-established
groups, withdrawal penalties will be the subject of a specific agreement. 5.
The Organizer may withdraw from the tourist package contract and offer
the Traveller a full refund of the payments made, but is not obliged to pay
additional compensation if the Organizer is unable to perform the contract due
to unavoidable and extraordinary circumstances or force majeure events and
notifies the Traveller of the withdrawal without undue delay prior to the start of
the package. 6. The Organizer shall make all refunds prescribed in accordance
with paragraphs 2 and 5 without undue delay and in any case within 14 days
of withdrawal, including by means of vouchers. In the aforementioned cases,
the termination of contracts functionally connected and entered into with third
parties is determined. 7. In accordance with Article 41, paragraph 7 of the
Tourism Code, in the case of contracts negotiated away from business premises
(e.g., away from the travel agency, at fairs or other events, etc.) the Traveller
has the right to withdraw from the tourist package contract within a period of
five days from the date of the conclusion of the contract or from the date on
which he/she receives the contractual conditions and preliminary information,
if later, without penalty and without providing any reason. After the period
provided to exercise the right of withdrawal, in the event of cancellation by the
Traveller, the penalties provided set out in paragraph 3 above will be applied.
In cases of offers with rates significantly lower than the current offers, after
the aforementioned period of 5 days, the right of withdrawal is excluded. In
the latter case, the Organizer will document the change in price, adequately
highlighting the exclusion of the right of withdrawal.
11. SUBSTITUTIONS AND TRANSFER OF THE TOURIST
PACKAGE TO ANOTHER TRAVELLER (ART. 38CdT)
1. The Traveller, subject to prior notice given to the Organizer on a durable
medium no later than seven days prior to the start of the package, may assign the tourist package contract to a person who meets all the conditions
for the use of the service. 2. The transferor and the transferee of the tourist
package contract are jointly and severally liable for the payment of the price
and any rights, taxes and other additional costs, including any administrative
and handling costs, resulting from such transfer. 3. Any changes requested by
the Traveller to bookings that have already been accepted do not oblige the
Organizer in cases where they cannot be fulfilled. In any case, any request
for a change will result in a fixed charge of at least € 35.00 per booking as
administrative and management costs. Only the following requests can be
taken into consideration with this charge: (i) name change in bookings of
only stay up to 7 working days before the beginning of the stay itself; (ii)
name change in practices including transport, only if communicated 7 working
days before departure. It will not be possible to change names for bookings
of packages including transport tickets by boat or train, unless the payment
of the penalties provided by these carriers for specific cases (please refer to
the general conditions of the individual carriers or as reported in the booking
confirmations). Changes in dates will be treated as withdrawal of the Traveller
from the contract and will therefore be subject to the discipline set out in
Article 10 above of these general conditions. The reduction in the number of
passengers within a file is to be understood as a „partial cancellation“ also
governed by the provisions of the same art.10.
12. OBLIGATIONS OF TRAVELLERS
1. Without prejudice to the obligation to promptly notify the lack of conformity
of one of the services contained in a tourist package, as provided for in art. 13
paragraph 2 and subsequent, travellers must comply with the following obligations: 2. Close to the date of departure of the package, or in any case well in
advance of that date, the Traveller has the obligation to check the website of
the Organizer to see if any information has been provided that is different or
additional to that which the Organizer provided when concluding the contract
(see above § 6). 3. For the rules regarding the expatriation of minors, please
refer expressly to what is indicated on the website of the State Police. It should
be noted, however, that minors must be in possession of a personal document
valid for travel abroad, i.e. passport, or for EU countries, even an identity card
valid for travel abroad. As regards the expatriation of minors under 14 years
of age and the expatriation of minors for whom an Authorization issued by the
Judicial Authority is required, the instructions indicated on the website of the
State Police http://www.poliziadistato.it/articolo/191/ must be followed.
4. Travellers must find the corresponding information through their diplomatic
representations and/or the respective official government information channels. In any case, travellers will, prior to departure, check the updates with
the competent authorities (for Italian citizens, the local Police Headquarters
or the Ministry of Foreign Affairs through the website www.viaggiaresicuri.
it or the Operations Center by telephone at 06.491115) and adapt them
before the trip. In the absence of such verification, no responsibility for the
missed departure of one or more travellers can be attributed to the Seller
Agency or the Organizer. 5. Travellers must in any case inform the Seller and
the Organizer of their citizenship at the time of requesting the booking of the
tourist package or tourist service and, at the time of departure, they must
definitely make sure they are in possession of vaccination certificates, individual passports and any other document valid for all countries covered by
the itinerary, as well as residence visas, transit visas and health certificates
that may be required. 6. Furthermore, in order to evaluate the socio-political
and health security situation and any other useful information regarding the
countries of destination and, therefore, the objective usability of the services
purchased or to be purchased, the Traveller will have the burden of obtaining
official information of a general nature from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
and disseminated through the institutional website of the Farnesina www.
viaggiaresicuri.it. The above information is not contained in the catalogs of
the T.O. - online or on paper - since they contain descriptive information of a
general nature as indicated in the information brochure and not information
that changes over time. Therefore, this information must be assumed by the
Travellers. Travellers must also comply with the rules of normal prudence and
diligence and with the specific rules in force in the countries of destination of

the trip, with all the information provided to them by the Organizer, as well as
with the regulations and administrative or legislative provisions relating to the
tourist package. Travellers will be held liable for all damages that the Organizer
and/or the Seller may suffer as a result of their failure to comply with the above
obligations, including the costs necessary for their repatriation. 7. If at the time
of booking the destination chosen is, by institutional information channels, subject to „warning“ for security reasons, the Traveller who subsequently exercises
the withdrawal may not invoke, for the purpose of exemption or reduction of
the claim for compensation for the withdrawal made, the lack of contractual
cause related to the security conditions of the country. 8. Travellers must also
comply with the rules of normal prudence and diligence and with the specific
rules in force in the destination countries of the trip, with all the information
provided to them by the Organizer, as well as with the regulations and administrative or legislative provisions relating to the tourist package. Travellers will
be held liable for all damages that the Organizer and/or the intermediary may
suffer as a result of failure to comply with the above obligations, including the
costs necessary for their repatriation. 9. The Traveller is obliged to provide the
company with all the documents, information and elements in his or her possession that are useful for the exercise of the latter‘s right of subrogation against
third parties responsible for the damage and is responsible to the company for
the prejudice caused to the right of subrogation. 10. The Traveller will also communicate in writing to the Organizer, at the time of the proposal for the sale of
the tourist package and therefore prior to the sending of the confirmation of the
booking of services by the Organizer, any particular personal requests that may
be the subject of specific agreements on the modalities of the trip, as long as it
is possible to implement them and they are in any case the subject of a specific
agreement between the Traveller and the Organizer (see art. 6, paragraph
1, letter h). 11. The Organizer or retailer who has granted compensation or
a reduction in price, or paid compensation for damages or has been obliged
to comply with other obligations prescribed by law, has the right of recourse
against those persons who have contributed to the circumstances or the event
from which the compensation, reduction in price, compensation for damages or
other obligations in question have arisen, as well as those persons obliged to
provide assistance and travel services by virtue of other provisions, in the event
that the Traveller is unable to return to the place of departure. The Organizer
or retailer who has compensated the Traveller is subrogated, within the limits
of the compensation paid, to all of the rights and actions of the latter against
the responsible third parties; the Traveller provides the Organizer or retailer with
all documents, information and elements in his or her possession useful for the
exercise of the right of subrogation (Art. 51 quinquies CdT).

the service is rendered by the Seller himself/herself, by his/her auxiliaries or
supervisors when they act in the exercise of their functions or by third parties
whose services he/she uses, since the fulfilment of the obligations assumed
must be evaluated with regard to the diligence required for the exercise of the
corresponding professional activity. 2. The Seller is not responsible for booking
errors attributable to the Traveller or due to unavoidable and extraordinary circumstances. 3. The Traveller‘s right to compensation for damages related to the
Seller‘s liability shall expire in two years from the date of the Traveller‘s return
to the place of departure.

13. REGIME OF RESPONSIBILITY OF THE ORGANIZER (ART. 42 CdT)
1. The Organizer is responsible for the performance of the tourist services
envisaged in the tourist package contract, regardless of whether such services
are to be provided by the Organizer itself, by its auxiliaries or supervisors when
acting in the exercise of their functions, by third parties whose work it uses or
by other suppliers of tourist services, pursuant to Article 1228 of the Civil Code.
2. The Traveller, in accordance with articles 1175 and 1375 of the Civil Code,
shall inform the Organizer, directly or through the Seller, in a timely manner,
taking into account the circumstances of the case, of any lack of conformity
detected during the execution of a tourist service included in the tourist package
contract. 3. If one of the tourist services is not performed as agreed in the tourist package contract, the Organizer shall remedy the lack of conformity, unless
this is impossible or excessively costly, taking into account the extent of the
lack of conformity and the value of the tourist services affected by the defect.
If the Organizer does not remedy the defect, Article 43 applies. 4. Subject to
the exceptions set forth in paragraph 3, if the Provider does not remedy the
lack of conformity within a reasonable period set by the Traveller in relation to
the duration and characteristics of the package, the Traveller may, by means of
the complaint made pursuant to paragraph 2, remedy the lack of conformity
himself/herself and request reimbursement of the necessary, reasonable and
documented expenses; if the Organizer refuses to remedy the lack of conformity or if it is necessary to remedy it immediately, the Traveller does not need to
specify a deadline. 5. If a lack of conformity, in accordance with Article 1455
of the Civil Code, constitutes a non-significant non-fulfillment of the tourist services included in a package and the Organizer has not remedied this within a
reasonable period established by the Traveller in relation to the duration and
characteristics of the package, with the notification made in accordance with
paragraph 2, the Traveller may, without charge, terminate the tourist package
contract by right and with immediate effect or, where appropriate, request,
in accordance with Article 43, a reduction in the price, without prejudice to
any compensation for damages. In the event of termination of the contract, if
the package included the transportation of passengers, the Organizer will also
arrange for the return of the Traveller with equivalent transportation without undue delay and without additional costs to the Traveller. 6. Where it is impossible
to ensure the return of the Traveller, the Organizer shall bear the costs of the
necessary accommodation, where possible of a category equivalent to that provided for in the contract, for a period of no more than three nights per Traveller
or such longer period as may be provided for by European Union legislation on
passenger rights applicable to the relevant means of transport. 7. The limitation
of costs referred to in paragraph 6 does not apply to persons with reduced
mobility, as defined in Article 2(1)(a) of Regulation (EC) No 1107/2006,
and their companions, pregnant women, unaccompanied minors and persons
in need of specific medical assistance, provided that the Organizer has been
notified of their special needs at least forty-eight hours before the beginning
of the package. The Organizer may not invoke unavoidable and extraordinary
circumstances to limit the liability referred to in this paragraph if the provider
of the transportation service cannot invoke the same circumstances pursuant
to applicable European Union legislation. 8. If, due to circumstances beyond
the control of the Organizer, it is impossible to provide a substantial part, in
terms of value or quality, of the combination of tourist services agreed upon
in the tourist package contract, the Organizer will offer, at no extra cost to the
Traveller, suitable alternative solutions of equivalent or higher quality than those
specified in the contract, so that the execution of the package can continue,
including the eventuality that the Traveller‘s return to the place of departure
is not provided as agreed. If the proposed alternative arrangements result in
a package of lower quality than that specified in the tour package contract,
the Organizer shall grant the Traveller an appropriate reduction in price. 9.
The Traveller may only reject the proposed alternative solutions if they are not
comparable to what was agreed in the tourist package contract or if the price
reduction granted is inadequate. 10. If it is impossible to provide alternative
solutions or the Traveller rejects the proposed alternative solutions in accordance
with paragraph 8, the Traveller will receive a reduction in price. In the event of
failure to comply with the obligation to make an offer as set out in paragraph 8,
paragraph 5 shall apply. 11. Where, , due to circumstances beyond the control
of the Organizer, it is impossible to ensure the return of the Traveller as agreed
in the tourist package contract, paragraphs 6 and 7 apply.

18. INSURANCE AGAINST CANCELLATION AND
REMOVAL EXPENSES (ART. 47, paragraph 10 CdT)
At the time of booking, it is recommended to take out special insurance policies
against expenses arising from the cancellation of the package, accidents and/
or illnesses that also cover repatriation expenses and loss and/or damage to
luggage. The rights arising from the insurance contracts must be exercised by
the Traveller directly against the stipulating insurance companies, at the conditions and in the manner provided in the policies.

15. LIMITS TO THE REIMBURSEMENT (ART. 43, paragraph 5)
The right to a reduction in price or compensation for damages due to changes in
the contract of sale of the tourist package or replacement package, is prescribed
in two years from the date of the return of the Traveller to the place of departure. On the other hand, the right to compensation for personal damages is
prescribed in three years from the date of the return of the Traveller to the place
of departure or in the longest period foreseen for compensation for personal
damages by the provisions that regulate the services included in the package.
16. POSSIBILITY TO CONTACT THE ORGANIZER
THROUGH THE SELLER (ART. 44 CdT)
1. The Traveller may address messages, requests or complaints relating to
the execution of the package directly to the Seller through which he or she
purchased it, who, in turn, will promptly forward such messages, requests or
complaints to the Organizer. 2. For the purposes of compliance deadlines or periods of statute of limitations, the date on which the Seller receives messages,
requests, or complaints referred to in paragraph 1 shall be considered the date
of receipt for the Organizer as well.
17. OBLIGATION TO ASSIST (ART. 45 CdT)
1. The Organizer shall provide adequate assistance without delay to the
Traveller who finds himself/herself in difficulty, including in the circumstances
referred to in Article 42, paragraph 7 of the CdT., in particular by providing the
appropriate information regarding health services, local authorities and consular
assistance and assisting the Traveller in making long-distance communications
and helping him/her to find alternative tourist services. 2. The Organizer may
charge a reasonable fee for such assistance if the problem is caused intentionally by the Traveller or through the Traveller‘s fault, to the extent of the
actual costs incurred.
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19. ALTERNATIVE MEANS OF SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES
(ART. 36, paragraph 5, letter g) CdT)
The company may propose to the Traveller - in the catalog, documentation,
on its website or in other forms - alternative dispute resolution (ADR), in accordance with Legislative Decree 206/2005. In this case, the Organizer will
indicate the type of alternative resolution proposed and the effects that such
adherence entails.
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20. TRAVELLER PROTECTION (ART. 47 CdT).
1. The Organizer and the Seller established on the national territory are covered by a civil liability insurance contract in favor of the Traveller for damages
resulting from the violation of their respective obligations under their respective
contracts. 2. The contracts for the organization of package tours are assisted
by insurance policies or bank guarantees or issued by the Funds referred to in
paragraph 3 of art. 47 of the CdT, which, for trips abroad and trips that take
place within a single country, including trips to Italy, in cases of insolvency or
bankruptcy of the Organizer or Seller, guarantee, without delay upon request
of the Traveller, the reimbursement of the price paid for the purchase of the
package and the immediate return of the Traveller in the case that the package
includes the transportation of the Traveller, as well as, if necessary, the payment
of food and lodging before the return. The guarantee shall be effective, commensurate with the volume of business, and shall cover reasonably foreseeable
costs, amounts of payments made by or on behalf of Travellers in connection
with packages, taking into account the length of time between the down payments and the final balance and the completion of the packages, as well as the
estimated cost of repatriation in the event of insolvency or bankruptcy of the
Organizer or Seller. 3. Travellers shall benefit from protection in the event of the
insolvency or bankruptcy of the Organizer or Seller irrespective of their place
of residence, the place of departure or the place of sale of the package and
irrespective of the Member State in which the entity responsible for providing
protection in the event of insolvency or bankruptcy is established. 4. In the
cases provided for in paragraph 2, as an alternative to the refund of the price or
immediate return, the Traveller may be offered the continuation of the package
in the manner provided for in Articles 40 and 42 CdT.
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21. OPERATIONAL CHANGES
In view of the large advance with which the catalogs are published with the
information relating to the and mode of use of services, please note that the
times and flight routes indicated in the acceptance of the proposal to purchase
services may be subject to change as subject to subsequent validation. To this
end, theTraveller must request confirmation of the services from their travel
agency before departure. The Organizer will inform passengers about the identity of the actual carrier at the times and in the manner provided for in Article 11
of EC Regulation 2111/2005.
22. Information pursuant to art. 13 of Legislative Decree no. 196/2003 and
art. 13 of Regulation (EU) 2016/679 Pursuant to art. 13 of Legislative Decree
196/2003 („Privacy Code“) and art. 13 of Regulation (EU) 2016/679, laying down provisions for the protection of persons and other subjects regarding
the processing of personal data, we wish to inform you that the personal data
you provide will be processed in compliance with the above mentioned law and
the obligations of confidentiality to which the Organizer is bound. For further
information on the processing of data, please refer to the extended information
in the „privacy“ section on the Organizer‘s website at https://www.skyalps.
com/it/footer/privacy.

23. COMPULSORY NOTIFICATION PURSUANT
TO ARTICLE 17 OF LAW NO. 38/2006.
14. SELLER‘S LIABILITY REGIME (ART. 50 - 51 quater CdT)
1. The Seller is responsible for the execution of the mandate given to him/her „Italian law punishes with imprisonment crimes concerning prostitution and
by the Traveller with the travel intermediation contract, regardless of whether child pornography, even if committed abroad.“
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Book your
dream holiday at
www.skyalps.com
booking@skyalps.com

Booking hotline:
+44 800 041 8573
Or at your trusted
travel agency

Sky Alps Tour Operator G.m.b.H. | Piazza del Grano 3 | 39100 Bolzano | Italy

